Architectural Review Board
Staff Report (ID # 8018)

Report Type:

Study Session

Meeting Date: 6/15/2017

Summary Title:

2755 El Camino Real: Housing on Former VTA Site (Study
Session)

Title:

QUASI-JUDICIAL. 2755 El Camino Real [16PLN-00464]:
Consideration of a Site and Design Review to Allow the
Construction of a New Four-Story Multi-Family Residential
Building with 60 Units and one Level of Below-Grade Parking.
This project will also require legislative actions that are not
subject to ARB review. Environmental Assessment: An Initial
Study is Being Prepared Pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Zoning District: PF (Public
Facility). For More Information, Contact the Project Planner
Claire Hodgkins at claire.hodgkins@cityofpaloalto.org.

From:

Hillary Gitelman

Recommendation
Conduct a study session on the proposed project. No formal direction is provided to the
applicant and Boardmembers should refrain from forming and expressing opinions either in
support or against the project.

Report Summary
The applicant seeks early feedback from the ARB concerning a proposal to develop a four-story
multi-family residential building with 60 dwelling units and one level of partially below-grade
parking as a “pilot project” on a site zoned Public Facilities (PF). The proposal is currently being
reviewed pursuant to CEQA and is expected to request the following actions:
1. Amendment of the Land Use Element of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan to allow for
multi-family housing projects within the Major Institution Special Facilities land use
designation;
2. Amendment to the Zoning Code to create a new combining district that would allow
housing on the subject property and that could be applied to other sites in the PF zone
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within 0.5 mile of fixed rail transit in the future, through a legislative process within
Council and the PTC’s purview;
3. Amendment to the Zoning Code to apply the new combining district to the subject site
4. A Site and Design review to allow for construction of the proposed project.
Staff is seeking early feedback from the ARB regarding the design of the proposed
development. Staff is still analyzing and gathering information with respect to the required
legislative actions and some information is not yet available. Some of the outstanding analysis
includes completing the environmental review, evaluating and making recommendations on
the regulatory framework for the new combining district, consideration of the broader policy
implications of the request, how it might apply to other properties in the city, and consideration
of enforcement and penalty related interests to ensure desired housing populations with low
vehicle ownership reside in the housing development, if approved. Thus, no recommendation is
requested at this time and the project will require a hearing before the ARB at a future date.
For its part, the ARB may want to comment on the following topics, or other items individual
board members find appropriate:




Overall design of the project (massing, materials, articulation)
Architectural relationship to other improvements in the area
Consistency with the El Camino Real and South El Camino Real Design Guidelines

The site is a former VTA Park and Ride lot, which is zoned Pubic Facilities (PF) and is designated
Major Institution/Special Facilities in the Comprehensive Plan. A location map is included as
Attachment A. The project plans are included as Attachment G.

Background
Project Information
Owner:
Architect:
Representative:
Legal Counsel:

Pollock FRB, LLC
BDE Architecture
Windy Hill Property Ventures
Not Applicable

Property Information
Address:
Neighborhood:
Lot Dimensions & Area:
Housing Inventory Site:
Located w/in a Plume:
Protected/Heritage Trees:
Historic Resource(s):

2755 El Camino Real
Evergreen Park
19,563 square feet (0.449 acre)
Not Applicable
Yes, COE Plume
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
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Existing Improvement(s):
Existing Land Use(s):
Adjacent Land Uses &
Zoning:
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No existing buildings
Vacant parking lot (previous VTA Park and Ride lot)
North: Planned Community (PC-4463) Zoning (land use: multi-family
residential [Silverwood Condominium Complex])
West: Planned Community (PC-4831) Zoning (land use: residential
care facilities [Sunrise Assisted Living Senior Center])
East: CN and CS Zoning (land uses: Veterinarian Office, Retail
[AT&T], and recently approved mixed-use development project)
South: Public Facilities (PF) AS-3 and Planned Community (PC-4637)
(land uses: Mayfield Soccer Complex and research office [Palo Alto
Square] respectively).

Aerial View of Property:

Source: Palo Alto Geographic Information Systems Technology (GIST), 2017

Land Use Designation & Applicable Plans
Zoning Designation:
Public Facilities (PF)
Comp. Plan Designation:
Major Institution/Special Facilities (MISP)
Context-Based
Design Criteria:
Applicability determined by combining district requirements
Downtown Urban
Design Guide:
Not Applicable
South of Forest Avenue
Coordinated Area Plan:
Not Applicable
Baylands Master Plan:
Not Applicable
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El Camino Real Design
Guidelines (1976 / 2002): Applicable
Proximity to Residential
Uses or Districts (150'):
Yes (note that nearby residential uses are zoned PC).
Located w/in the Airport
Influence Area:
Not Applicable
Prior City Reviews & Action
Prior to the proposed project, multiple developments have been considered at this site, but
ultimately not pursued. More recently the applicant presented a similar conceptual project to
the City Council.
City Council:

PTC:
HRB:
ARB:

On September 12, 2016. City Council conducted a prescreening, as is
required for these types of legislative changes prior to application
submittal in accordance with Palo Alto Municipal Code (PAMC)
Section 18.79.030(A). The staff report for the Council hearing is
located here:
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/53711
No action was taken at the prescreening hearing. Preliminary
feedback provided by Councilmembers is discussed below.
None
None
None

A transcript of the Council prescreening for this project is included in Attachment C. During the
prescreening hearing, Councilmembers raised several key considerations regarding the
potential rezoning of the site as well as how the rezoning and/or change in land use would fit in
to the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Code. Although several councilmembers supported the
idea of housing at this particular site, others expressed concern or urged caution regarding the
rezoning request, proposed density, and limited parking. Some Councilmembers expressed an
interest in rezoning the site to a CN Zone.
Multiple Councilmembers supported the idea of reducing or eliminating restrictions on unit
density in order to allow for more, smaller units while still restricting height, setbacks, and Floor
Area Ratio (FAR) in order to manage building mass. However, one or more councilmembers
expressed concerns about using this project site to dictate appropriate development standards
without looking comprehensively at how this might be applied to other sites in the future. In
addition, several councilmembers supported reduced parking requirements for sites near local
transit provided that a TDM plan be required. Council encouraged staff to research other
projects where this was done in the past and their performance with respect to traffic and
parking.
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The initial prescreening concept plan was brought forth as a workforce housing project and the
applicant highlighted the benefits of the project’s location not only to alternative transit but
also to office uses, including Stanford Research Park and Palo Alto Square. Several questions
were raised during the hearing about potential deed restrictions and/or preferences for local
workers (particularly teachers, government employees, etc.) as well as senior citizens; the
applicant had indicated that it was still looking into the details of how that would work. In
addition, councilmembers expressed an interest in making those units more moderately priced
for these types of workers. The formal application has not provided a proposal with respect to
plans for preferences or deed restrictions that reflect a workforce housing component to the
project. In addition, no affordable housing has been proposed and the applicant has not
proposed any plan for making some units more moderately priced for these types of workers.
However, these ideas are still being explored.
The applicant had also discussed the possibility of a bike kitchen that would be open to the
public in order to address some councilmember’s interests in seeing retail uses on the ground
floor. However, the applicant is currently proposing a bike kitchen combined with bike parking
on the ground level, which, per the PAMC standards would not be allowed to be open to the
public. It should be noted that councilmembers expressed mixed opinions about whether retail
should be provided at this location.
Neighborhood Setting and Character
The subject property is located at the northeastern corner of El Camino Real and Page Mill Road
and is zoned as Public Facility (PF). It was formerly used as a VTA park and ride lot; however, the
VTA Board formally deemed this site as “surplus” and subsequently sold the site. Adjacent
zoning and land uses include the four-story Sunrise Assisted Living Senior Housing Facility to the
northeast and the three-story Silverwood Condominium Complex to the northwest, both of
which are located on parcels zoned Planned Community (PC). Across El Camino Real is the
Mayfield Soccer Complex, which is zoned PF; across Page Mill Road there are retail uses,
including a two-story AT&T building, and a recently approved mixed-use development project
on parcels zoned Service Commercial (CS). The ten-story Palo Alto Square Office complex in the
southwest corner of El Camino Real and Page Mill Road is zoned PC.

Project Description
As shown in the plan set and discussed in the applicant’s project description in Attachments G
and F respectively, the applicant is proposing to construct a 50-foot high, four-story, multifamily apartment building that would include 31 studio units and 29 one-bedroom units. The
building also includes a partially below-grade parking garage with 65 parking spaces; 60 of
these spaces would be provided via automated “puzzle parking” lift systems. A Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) of 2.24:1 is proposed for the project. The proposed project, as described, does not neatly
conform to any nearby zoning district. It would not meet the requirements of the CS, CN, or CC
zone districts because the project does not include mixed-use development; neither would it
meet the RM-40 zone district requirements for Floor Area Ratio, height, or density.
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The applicant is proposing a Zoning Code Text Amendment to create a new combining district
that could be applied to sites within the PF Zone and within 0.5 mile of fixed use transit. The
new combining district would outline the requisite development standards for any site that
applies the combining district through a Zoning Map Amendment, which would be subject to
the PTC and Council’s review. Under the current Comprehensive Plan the proposed project
would also require a Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment to the Land Use and Community
Design Element to allow for a high-density multi-family residential use in the Major Institution
Special Facilities land use designation.
Requested Entitlements, Findings and Purview:
Staff anticipates that the following discretionary applications will be subject to ARB review:
 Site and Design: The process for evaluating this type of application is set forth in PAMC
18.30(G). Site and design is intended to provide a review process for development in
environmentally and ecologically sensitive areas, including established community areas
which may be sensitive to negative aesthetic factors, excessive noise, increased traffic
or other disruptions, in order to assure that use and development will be harmonious
with other uses in the general vicinity, will be compatible with environmental and
ecological objectives, and will be in accord with the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan. If
recommended for approval, the project requires review before the Architectural Review
Board before the project is forwarded to the City Council for final action of all requested
entitlements. Site and Design applications are evaluated to specific findings. All findings
must be made in the affirmative to approve the project. The requisite findings for the
ARB to approve the project are provided in Attachment B. Because the purpose of this
session is to provide early input and no recommendation is requested, the specific
findings for this project are not included and no action is requested.
In addition, the following legislative actions required to process the project are not subject to
ARB review:





Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment: The process for evaluating this type of
application is set forth in PAMC 19.04.080.
Zoning Code Text Amendment: The process for evaluating this type of application is set
forth in PAMC 18.80.080. This type of legislative change requires a prescreening before
Council, which has been completed. A request for a zoning text amendment requires at
least one public hearing before the PTC and the PTC shall forward its recommendations
to the City Council for final action.
Zoning Map Amendment: The process for evaluating this type of application is set forth
in PAMC 18.80.060 and 18.80.070 and is similar to the process described above.

Because all of these applications and legislative actions require hearings before the PTC and
Council, some of these processes may move forward simultaneously.
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Analysis1
Staff has identified the following issues for ARB’s consideration and comment, and summarizes
each below:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Conformance with the Comprehensive Plan
Zoning Code and Map Compliance
Conformance to the El Camino Real Guidelines
Multi-Modal Access/Parking

Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan2
The project site is designated ‘Major Institutions/Special Facilities’ in the Comprehensive Plan,
which is defined as “institutional, academic, governmental, and community service uses and
lands that are either publicly owned or operated as non-profit organizations.” Multi-family
housing would not be consistent with this land use designation as currently defined. In addition,
the density proposed, although supported by goals outlined in the Housing Element, is not
consistent with the densities outlined for multi-family uses in the Land Use and Community
Design Element. Thus, the proposed project would require an amendment to the text of the
Comprehensive Plan Land Use and Community Design Element to permit high density housing
in the Major Institutions/Special Facilities land use designation.
The Comprehensive Plan Housing Element includes Policy H2.1 to “identify and implement
strategies to increase housing density and diversity, including mixed-use development and a
range of unit styles, near community services. Emphasize and encourage the development of
affordable and mixed-income housing to support the City’s fair share of the regional housing
needs and to ensure that the City’s population remains economically diverse.” The proposed
project does not propose a mixed-use development; however, it does include smaller units that
may, therefore, be more moderately priced than other units and that would further contribute
to the City’s fair share of the regional housing needs. Under this policy the Housing Element
includes multiple programs for implementing this policy, including the following programs with
which the proposed project would be consistent:




Housing Program H2.1.1: To allow for higher density residential development, consider
amending the zoning code to permit high-density residential in mixed use or single use
projects in commercial area within one-half mile of fixed rail stations and to allow
limited exceptions to the 50-foot height limit for Housing Element sites within one –
quarter mile of fixed rail stations.
Housing Program H2.1.2: Allow increased residential densities and mixed use

1

The information provided in this section is based on analysis prepared by the report author prior to the public
hearing. Architectural Review Board in its review of the administrative record and based on public testimony may
reach a different conclusion from that presented in this report. No recommendation is requested at this time.
2

The
Palo
Alto
Comprehensive
Plan
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp

is

available

online:
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development only where adequate urban services and amenities, including roadway
capacity, are available.
Housing Program H2.1.5: Use Sustainable neighborhood development criteria to
enhance connectivity, walkability, and access to amenities, and to support housing
diversity.
Housing Program H2.1.10: As part of planning for the future of El Camino Real, explore
the identification of pedestrian nodes (i.e. perals on a string”) consistent with the South
El Camino Design Guidelines with greater densities in those nodes than in other area

Zoning Compliance3
The Palo Alto Municipal Code (PAMC) does not currently have a zoning designation that would
allow for the proposed development. The project site is located in the Public Facilities (PF)
zoning district. The PF district is designed to accommodate governmental, public utility,
educational, and community service or recreational facilities. Multi-family housing is not a
permitted or conditionally permitted use in the PF Zone District. During the prescreening, some
councilmembers expressed concerns regarding rezoning of the site from a PF Zone to another
zone. In response to this concern, the applicant has proposed to maintain the underlying zoning
of the site but has requested a Zoning Code Text Amendment to create a new combining
district that would permit residential uses in the PF Zone.
The ordinance creating a new combining district will outline the requisite development
standards for the new building, including unit density, floor area ratio, height, setbacks, parking
and related standards. Staff has not developed draft ordinance language yet. In general, staff is
considering language that would only allow for this combining district to be applied to sites
proposing housing projects within the PF Zone and within 0.5 miles of a fixed rail station.
Development standards would not restrict the maximum number of dwelling units but would
still require a restriction on height and floor area ratio. This is intended to encourage the
development of smaller units while still restricting overall massing. The applicant is proposing a
floor area ratio (FAR) of 2.24:1 and a height of 50 feet for its proposed development at 2755 El
Camino Real.
A key component of the proposed combining district would also include an allowance for
reduced parking requirements in conjunction with an approved Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Program. This is discussed in further detail below.
The text for the new combining district would require Site and Design review for projects
proposed within the overlay. It is anticipated that any site applying the combining district would
still be subject to consistency with other applicable guidelines to that area (e.g. the South El
Camino Real Design Guidelines). Staff’s recommendations for other typical development
standards such as setback, daylight plane, lot coverage, and open space requirements are also
still being considered.

3

The Palo Alto Zoning Code is available online: http://www.amlegal.com/codes/client/palo-alto_ca
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To apply a new combing district to a site, a Zoning Map amendment is required. Therefore, the
applicant is requesting an ordinance that would first create the new combining district and then
apply the new combining district to the subject property. The proposed ordinance and any
future request for a Zoning Map Amendment to apply the combining district to a particular
parcel would require a recommendation from the PTC and Council approval.
South El Camino Real Design Guidelines
The project is located on the corner of El Camino Real and Page Mill Road and is therefore
subject to the requirements of the South El Camino Real and El Camino Real design guidelines.
In addition, this site is located within the California Avenue Strategic Site Pedestrian-Oriented
Node and is specifically identified as a strategic site for implementation of the City’s vision of El
Camino Real, serving as a critical anchor for extending the momentum of the California Avenue
intersection down to Page Mill Road.
The guidelines note that buildings on the corner of Page Mill Road and El Camino Real should
feature a prominent corner, extensive windows, and pedestrian amenities such as canopies,
seating, and planters. In addition, it states that the former VTA site, in particular, should be
redeveloped with a more intensive use of the site, and that a mixed-use building with
structured/subsurface parking would be desirable. The project design includes an at grade
entrance facing the corner of Page Mill and El Camino Real with partially subsurface parking.
The bench for the transit stop will be replaced and planters are provided along both Page Mill
and El Camino Real; however, there are few other pedestrian amenities along the frontage. The
project includes an entirely residential building. Because of the proposed use, other than the
main entrance, the building has been raised to provide privacy from the public right-of-way,
consistent with the guidelines for this type of use.
For exclusively residential projects, the South ECR Guidelines identify different setback
requirements. Specifically, the project is required to be set back between 20 and 24 feet from
the curb along the El Camino Real frontage and this serves as the build-to-line for the project. A
portion of the project is set back 22’6” from El Camino Real but the majority of the building
frontage is set back beyond 24 feet; therefore, the project does not meet the required build-toline requirements of 75 percent built up to the build-to-line. Further setbacks are only allowed
if they provide a public amenity. Landscaping is not a public amenity but is encouraged. The
addition of benches or similar pedestrian oriented features within this area would serve as a
public amenity. Although the new garage entrance and exit is located on El Camino Real, which
is typically discouraged, the location of this garage on El Camino Real rather than Page Mill
Road is supported by the Transportation Division. Further refinements may be required in
coordination with VTA with respect to the existing bus stop in this area.
The side street setback line along Page Mill within the boulevard zone, identified as the first 50
feet from the El Camino Real frontage should be between 8 and 12 feet from the curb while the
remaining portion, referred to as the transition zone, should be 16 feet from the curb. All
dimensions on the plans are provided to the 2’6” planter wall rather than to the building
setback; however, it appears the project is set back approximately 14 feet from the curb,
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transitions to approximately 12’6” and then transitions further to an approximate 20 foot
setback. Staff recognizes the complexity of designing to the lot shape but believes that
improvements can be made to better comply with the setbacks identified in the guidelines.
Staff also notes that the dimensions from the curb are measures from the location of the new
curb that would be designed as part of the proposed project. The corner in particular should be
built up to the build-to-line to better define the corner. Awnings may project further into the
right-of-way. The use of dark tinted glass for the entrance area is also discouraged in
accordance with the guidelines because it prohibits transparency and lacks visual interest. Dark
tinted glass appears to be proposed at the front entrance.
With respect to the building design, more articulation between the base, body, and parapet
would be appropriate and improvements could be made to better correspond with the
adjacent developments. Specifically, staff notes that one way both of these could be better
resolved is to consider a partial roof form that creates an expressed roof line (but still provides
screening and open area for the equipment on the interior) rather than a parapet wall. This
would provide articulation for the roof and would provide a better transition between the
proposed development and adjacent buildings.
Multi-Modal Access & Parking
Parking
The proposed project includes 31 studio units and 29 one bedroom units. Under the current
zoning code requirements, the proposed development would require 102 parking spaces (82
parking spaces for residents [1.25 per studio and 1.5 per one-bedroom] and 20 parking spaces
for guests [33 percent if parking is assigned]). However, the current code does allow up to a 20
percent parking adjustment for housing near transit and/or for transportation and parking
alternatives. Therefore, the applicant would be required to provide anywhere from about 82
(with a 20 percent reduction) to 102 parking spaces under the current code requirements. The
applicant is proposing that the standards in the new combining district overlay require 0.75
spaces per unit, which would be equivalent to 45 parking spaces, but is providing 65 parking
spaces, equivalent to 1.08 parking units per stall. Of the 65 proposed spaces, two spaces are
ADA compliant, two spaces are EV charging stations, and 61 spaces are provided via puzzle
parking lift systems. Guest parking is not addressed. Staff is seeking the PTC’s input with respect
to parking ratio standards as well as components that commissioners would want to see
included in the TDM plan for such a development. The applicant has provided a list of key
elements that will be included in their proposed TDM plan; this is included in Attachment D. Per
Council direction, staff is working with the selected traffic consultant and the City’s
transportation Division to identify projects that may have implemented similar projects (i.e.
transit oriented residential development with reduced parking requirements). Staff has also
programmed a larger study/survey of housing types in various locations as part of this year’s
work program. (This study was included in the Housing Element as Implementation Program
H3.3.7.)
A total of 60 long-term and six short-term bike parking spaces are required under the PAMC
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and would continue to be required with the combining district overlay. The applicant is
providing 66 long-term and eight short-term spaces, which exceeds the code requirements.
The proposed puzzle parking lift systems are consistent with 18.54.020(b), which allows for offstreet parking to be provided via a lift system when used for multi-family residential uses. In
addition, the project is consistent with parking screening requirements and lift stall size
requirements outlined in this section of the code. The applicant is proposing three separate lift
systems in order to allow for concurrent use of the different lifts so that more than one car can
park or be retrieved at a given time.
Questions were raised by both members of the public and one or more Councilmembers during
the prescreening hearing about overflow parking from the proposed development affecting
parking availability on streets in adjacent neighborhoods. On January 23, 2017 the City adopted
the Evergreen-Park Mayfield Residential Preferential Parking Program (RPP). 2755 El Camino
Real was excluded from the RPP program boundaries so residents would not be eligible to
purchase a permit to park in the adjacent neighborhood. Therefore, staff does not anticipate
that parking from the proposed development would affect adjacent neighborhoods. However,
the combining district overlay would need to take into account how reduced parking on other
sites that may apply for application of this overlay may affect surrounding areas for those sites.
Multi-Modal Access
The project proposes right-turn in/right-turn out access to the partially below grade parking via
El Camino Real. The proposed vehicular site access is in approximately the same location as the
existing site access along El Camino Real. The curb cut along Page Mill Road would be removed.
Primary pedestrian access to the site is provided at the corner of Page Mill Road and El Camino.
Following the prescreening process with Council and initial input from staff, the applicant has
lowered the main entrance at the corner of Page Mill and El Camino Real to grade level in order
to provide a more pedestrian and bike friendly entrance.
Although the proposed project does not require a public benefit, the applicant has proposed to
convey a portion of the existing property to the County of Santa Clara and upgrade the curb in
order to facilitate future improvements proposed by the County to add a new right-turn lane.
Additional curb improvements are proposed at the corner of Page Mill and El Camino to tighten
the curb radius, thereby allowing for more sidewalk space and calming traffic turning onto El
Camino Real.
A Draft Traffic Impact Analysis is currently being prepared but is not yet available for public
distribution. The report will analyze the project with the City of Palo Alto and Santa Clara
County Valley Transit Authority standards and will be included in the environmental analysis
prepared for the proposed project.

Environmental Review
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This study session is a preliminary review process in which commissioners may provide
comment, but no formal action will be taken. Therefore, no review under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is required at this time. An initial study and associated
technical studies are currently being prepared in order to determine the level of environmental
analysis required.

Next Steps
In order to make a recommendation with respect to the proposed project the PTC must
consider the environmental analysis in accordance with CEQA Guidelines §15025(c). Therefore,
the type of environmental analysis required for the proposed project will dictate the timeline
for subsequent hearings with the PTC and other recommending and elected bodies.

Public Notification, Outreach & Comments
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at least
ten days in advance. Notice of a public hearing for this project was published in the Palo Alto
Weekly on June 2, 2017 which is 13 days in advance of the meeting. Postcard mailing occurred
on June 5, 2017 which is 10 days in advance of the meeting.
Public Comments
Twelve oral comments were received during the prescreening with Council on September 12,
2016. The minutes from the prescreening hearing are provided in Attachment C and include a
transcript of these oral comments. Some comments expressed support for the project primarily
due to its contribution to new housing stock within the City. Comments that expressed
concerns related primarily to traffic impacts, parking (both parking loss and concerns with
reduced parking for the units), rezoning from a public facilities zoning, and the project’s
inconsistency with the adjacent condominiums. An additional 117 written comments were
received regarding the proposed project. One comment noted concerns related primarily to rezoning of the property and parking/traffic. Two of the comments expressed general support for
some of the ideas but offered advice as to other considerations that should be required as part
of the proposal. The other 114 comments expressed support for the project and urged the
Council to support the addition of more housing units. These written comments are included in
Attachment E.
Report Author & Contact Information
Claire Hodgkins, Project Planner
(650) 329-2116
claire.hodgkins@cityofpaloalto.org

ARB4 Liaison & Contact Information
Jodie Gerhardt, AICP, Planning Manager
(650) 329-2575
jodie.gerhardt@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachments:
 Attachment A: Location Map (PDF)
4

Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Attachment B: ARB Findings (DOCX)
Attachment C: Council Prescreening Transcript
(PDF)
Attachment D: Transporation Demand Management Plan Elements
Attachment E: Written Public Comments (PDF)
Attachment F: Project Description (PDF)
Attachment G: Project Plans (DOCX)
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ATTACHMENT B
ARB FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL
2755 El Camino Real
16PLN-00464
In order for the ARB to make a future recommendation of approval, the project must comply
with the following Findings for Architectural Review as required in Chapter 18.76.020 of the
PAMC.
Finding #1: The design is consistent with applicable provisions of the Palo Alto
Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Code, coordinated area plans (including compatibility
requirements), and any relevant design guides.
Finding #2: The project has a unified and coherent design, that:
a. creates an internal sense of order and desirable environment for occupants, visitors,
and the general community,
b. preserves, respects and integrates existing natural features that contribute positively
to the site and the historic character including historic resources of the area when
relevant,
c. is consistent with the context-based design criteria of the applicable zone district,
d. provides harmonious transitions in scale, mass and character to adjacent land uses
and land use designations,
e. enhances living conditions on the site (if it includes residential uses) and in adjacent
residential areas.
Finding #3: The design is of high aesthetic quality, using high quality, integrated materials and
appropriate construction techniques, and incorporating textures, colors, and other details
that are compatible with and enhance the surrounding area.
Finding #4: The design is functional, allowing for ease and safety of pedestrian and bicycle
traffic and providing for elements that support the building’s necessary operations (e.g.
convenient vehicle access to property and utilities, appropriate arrangement and amount of
open space and integrated signage, if applicable, etc.).
Finding #5: The landscape design complements and enhances the building design and its
surroundings, is appropriate to the site’s functions, and utilizes to the extent practical,
regional indigenous drought resistant plant material capable of providing desirable habitat
that can be appropriately maintained.
Finding #6: The project incorporates design principles that achieve sustainability in areas
related to energy efficiency, water conservation, building materials, landscaping, and site
planning.
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Council Meeting
Excerpt Minutes of September 12, 2016

Council Members:
Patrick Burt- Mayor
Gregory Scharff– V-Mayor
Marc Berman
Tom Dubois
Eric Filseth
Karen Holman
Liz Kniss
Cory Wolbach
Greg Schmid

Staff:
Hillary Gitelman, Planning Director
Cara Silver, Senior Deputy City Attorney
Jonathan Lait, Assistant Planning Director
Jodie Gerhardt, Manager of Current Planning
Claire Hodgkins, Associate Planner
Yolanda Cervantes, Administrative Assistant
Molly Stump, City Attorney

The City Council of the City of Palo Alto met on this date in the Council
Chambers at 5:04 P.M.
Present:

Berman, Burt, DuBois arrived at 5:20 P.M., Filseth,
Holman, Kniss, Scharff, Schmid arrived at 5:10 P.M., Wolbach

Absent:
Study Session
1.

2755 El Camino Real (16PLN-00234): Request by Windy Hills Property
Ventures for a Prescreening of Their Proposal to Re-zone the Subject
Property at the Corner of El Camino Real and Page Mill Road From
Public Facility (PF) to Another Zoning District That Would Allow
Development of a Building With Approximately 60 Small Dwelling Units
and 45 Parking Spaces.

Mayor Burt: Our next item is a Study Session on 2755 El Camino Real. It's
a request by Windy Hill Properties Ventures for a prescreening of their
proposal to rezone the subject property at the corner of El Camino and Page
Mill from Public Facility to another zoning district that would allow
development of a building with approximately 60 small dwelling units and 45
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parking spaces. Welcome, Jonathan. How are you?
Jonathan Lait, Planning and Community Environment Assistant Director:
Thank you, Mayor. I'm joined with Jodie Gerhardt at the end of the table
and Claire Hodgkins, one of our newer Associate Planners with the City.
She'll be making the presentation this evening. Just as a reminder, this is a
Study Session. We're not looking for any formal action or votes, but we are
interested in Council Member feedback on the conceptual project and the
process that is laid out for you in the report and in Claire's presentation.
Claire.
Claire Hodgkins, Associate Planner: Good evening, Mayor Burt, Council
Members. I'm Claire Hodgkins, and I'm the Project Planner for this project.
This evening you are being requested to consider the applicant's proposal for
development of multifamily housing on a property zoned Public Facilities.
The prescreening process is a requirement prior to legislative changes. The
Study Session is intended to facilitate a conceptual review of the applicant's
request, focusing on big-picture policy. Staff is here to gather
policy
direction to guide formation of a formal project, if desired. The existing site
is a former Valley Transit Authority or Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA) park-and-ride lot, zoned Public Facilities and designated
Major Institution/Special Facilities. The site was formally deemed to be
surplus and sold by VTA to a private developer. Just a little bit about the
surrounding context. Nearby zoning includes Planned Community,
Neighborhood Commercial and Service Commercial. Nearby retail, office
and residential uses range from two to ten stories. Immediately adjacent to
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the subject property are residential uses of similar mass and scale, threestory and four-story. This photo shown from El Camino shows the two
adjacent three and four-story residential uses. Just a brief overview of the
proposed project. The applicant is proposing a new four-story, multifamily
apartment building with up to 60 dwelling units. The proposed FAR is
approximately 2.0 to 1.0. The development would include one story of
partially below-grade parking. The applicant is proposing 45 parking spaces,
which is fewer than what the Code currently requires. Twenty-six of those
spaces are also provided via a lift system. This project would require a very
robust TDM program. The project does not conform with the requirements
of any zoning districts. However, in previous hearings, some Council
Members have requested that Staff consider a pilot micro housing project
that would include smaller units and less parking. The existing zoning and
designated use do not currently allow for multifamily housing. Therefore, to
allow for development of the project as proposed, two or more of the
following would be required: Comprehensive Plan Land Use
Map
amendment, amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Land Use and
Community Design Element; Zoning Map amendment; and/or Zoning Code
text amendment. Staff has identified three potential options in the Staff
Report that could achieve the applicant's basic project objectives as we
understand them. All three of these options could be applied to other future
sites, but some options would be more restrictive than others in that the
option could not be as easily applied to other sites. Staff is seeking Council's
input on these potential options, both for this project and in terms of future
applicability. Council Members may also present other options. Council
considerations include whether the proposed use is appropriate for the site.
If the proposed use is appropriate, Council consideration of the preferred
approach to processing the application. Any
design considerations,
especially those related to housing type, traffic and parking, and/or
consideration of the El Camino Real Design Guidelines. Staff also wanted to
note that we are currently working on ordinances that would improve
enforceability of transit demand management plans, and penalties and fees
will be coming back in October. With that, I will turn it over to the Mayor.
Staff would recommend that Council hear next from the applicant before we
go into further discussion.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Since this is a Study Session, we have latitude in
our process. We can ask any technical questions of Staff at this time or hear
from the applicant, and then ask questions and determine what time we'll
hear from the public as well. Would you like to hear from the applicant, and
then we can combine questions for Staff and the applicant? The applicant
has up to 10 minutes to speak. Welcome.
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Tod Spieker, Windy Hill: Hi. My name is Tod Spieker with Windy Hill
Property Ventures. Thank you, Claire, and thank you, Council Members, for
giving your thoughtful consideration to our project. Windy Hill Property
Ventures is a Palo Alto-based real estate development company. I'm here
tonight with one of my two business partners, Jamie D'Alessandro. We
primarily work in San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties with a strong focus on
transit-oriented sites. Within the last year, we have entitled transit-oriented
projects in San Mateo and San Carlos. As mentioned in the Staff Report,
this was the former VTA site purchased by Pollack Financial, and they
proposed a primarily office but mixed-use project. As part of the feedback
during the prescreening a year ago, seven of the nine Council Members
mentioned either the jobs/housing imbalance and the need for more housing
or the site being an appropriate location for more housing in Palo Alto.
Based on that feedback from Council, Windy Hill and Pollack Financial formed
a partnership where Windy Hill would propose to entitle a small-unit housing
project. What is this project? This is a four-story, residential project above
one level of parking. The building is comprised of 60 studio and onebedroom units with an average square footage of 562 square feet. These
units are intended for single and in some cases double occupancy. These
are meant for people looking for a place to live close to where they work.
While we think it's important of families to have an opportunity for housing
in Palo Alto, this is not that project. This project will not have an impact on
the schools. These units are meant for people working close by. As
mentioned in the Staff Report, given these are smaller units, by their nature
they will be more attainable than the typical-sized one-bedroom or studio
unit in Palo Alto. Also because of the size of the units, we can fit more units
within the building envelope that do not put the unneeded strain on schools
and services, and they specifically address the City's housing goals. In the
prior screening and in some of the recent feedback we've received, RM-40 is
referenced as a more appropriate zoning for dense housing projects in Palo
Alto. If we were to apply for the RM-40 on this site, we would get 17 units
with an average square footage of 1,000 square feet, but these are two and
three-bedroom units. RM-40 is currently Palo Alto's most dense zoning. In
the garage, we have 45 stalls, 19 of which are standard stalls and 26 of
which are accessed through parking lifts. We have our parking lift expert,
David LoCoco, from Watry Design here and his team has been involved in
numerous parking lift systems up and down the Peninsula. Per feedback
from Staff, we are now showing two standard parking stalls as car share
stalls. We are showing bike storage on both the garage level and the first
floor with a total capacity for 84 bikes. On the ground floor, we have a bike
kitchen. This bike kitchen will act as a bike storage location as well as other
bike amenities. In addressing the feedback for ground-floor retail, we are
open to having this bike kitchen available to the public and possibly leased
or given to a Palo Alto-based bike shop where they can sell supplies,
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advertise and provide their services to the residents as well as the general
public. Now my business partner, Jamie D'Alessandro, will talk about our
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) approach and
our
environmental approach.
Jamie D'Alessandro, Windy Hill: Thank you, Tod. Thank you, Council
Members, for the opportunity to present today. This evening I'm going to
talk a little bit about the TDM plan as well as our environmental approach.
Given that we are proposing less than one parking stall per unit, a robust
and comprehensive TDM plan is imperative to our project's success. We
intend to offer this by, one, providing a multitude of alternative
transportation options; two, offering information on these options and
programs; and, three, by incentivizing our residents to seek these alternate
modes of transit. The goal being our TDM plan will hopefully substantially
mitigate the project's traffic and parking impacts. Our TDM plan will
ultimately have trip targets. In our eyes for it to be successful, it is critical
that we have three things: one, ongoing monitoring metrics;
two,
meaningful enforcement requirements; and, three, consequences should our
targets not be met. Although a traffic impact analysis has yet to be started
by the City, we do have a lot of ideas for numerous TDM strategies to
accomplish our goals. Tod previously discussed the dedicated car share
stalls for a company like Zipcar as well as our taking Staff guidance to
increase our bike parking, which is now at a ratio of 1.5 bike stalls per unit.
Additionally, our bike shop and kitchen will offer what we think will be a
small gathering place for riders to congregate as well as a place for them to
buy essential bike supplies and repair equipment. The bike shop
is
envisioned as being complete with electric bike, scooter and skateboard
charging stations, all potentially open not only to our community but to the
general public as a community benefit. Additionally, we hope to be able to
design in-unit wall or ceiling-mounted bike racks for supplemental. Now,
TDM is not just limited to the aforementioned physical amenities that we'll
have onsite. Given our proximity to Caltrain and the VTA bus routes, we'll
be offering monetary allowances to residents both for Caltrain Go and VTA
Eco passes, which we hope will incentivize alternate modes of transport.
Additionally, as you know, the free Marguerite shuttle bus runs right by the
property. Our monetary allowances for residents will also be for use with
various transportation network companies like Uber, Lyft and Waze.
Additionally, we will have onsite a Transportation Coordinator who will live
onsite. Their responsibilities will be not only to oversee the allowance
program and the physical amenities we've mentioned, but they'll also be
responsible for posting relevant transportation schedules, bike safety and
repair information and even coordinating annual safety and repair
workshops. More importantly, as part of our TDM program there are a
number of restrictions we are willing to put in place on our development that
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we think will further incent non-auto transit. Number 1, we are prepared to
give leasing preference to workers currently employed within the City of Palo
Alto or within an agreed upon radius of the project. Number 2, we are also
prepared to give leasing preferences to residents who do not own a car. We
are willing to deed restrict both of these preferences. We're comfortable
with these deed restrictions given our proximity to the Stanford Research
Park and 25,000-plus jobs as well as our proximity to Caltrain and the job
base it connects its riders to. Additionally, we would intend to participate in
the Palo Alto TMA and, lastly, we would be very supportive of an Resdential
Preferential Parking Program (RPP) program in surrounding residential
neighborhoods. Obviously, our project and its residents would not be
eligible for any new permits created by this RPP. In the next slide, I'm going
to discuss briefly a community benefit we are willing to offer as part of the
development, which would be a dedication of a portion of the parcel along
Page Mill in order to accommodate a right-hand turn lane as shown on this
slide. We feel this will greatly improve the efficiency of the intersection.
Finally, I'm going to touch briefly on our environmental approach. We do
endeavor to design to a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) silver equivalent. We hope to build an all-electric building with the
exception of gas water heaters. We also envision drought-tolerant water-lite
landscaping, Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations in our garage, a robust
TDM package as mentioned, as well as remediation of the contamination
onsite. We've done extensive studies on the environmental conditions, and
we do have a plan. We have our environmental consultant here to address
any specific questions. With that, I'm going to turn it back over to Tod.
Mr. Spieker: Why? Why do we want to build this project in this location at
this time? We've all heard it a thousand times, the jobs/housing imbalance.
That voice is getting louder. Per the City's most recent data, there are 3.05
jobs in the City of Palo Alto per one employed resident. That means on any
given day we have over two people coming from outside of Palo Alto into
Palo Alto and out again, causing traffic and parking congestion. Obviously
this project will not fix the problem, but it can help bring 60-plus people
working in Palo Alto, looking for an attainable place to live close to where
they work. We are very aware for the need of affordable housing, and we
know the City is currently working on an increased in-lieu fee for residential
projects. While we feel the project we are proposing will provide more
attainable housing units given their size, we are open to putting a mutually
agreed upon number of affordable units onsite versus paying the 100
percent in the form of the in-lieu fee. We are also open to giving preference
to teachers, firefighters and police officers as well as other City employees
that have felt the pressure of increased housing costs. From 2008 to 2015,
there has been over two million square feet of nonresidential square footage
approved in Palo Alto. Taking industry standard numbers of 250 square feet
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of office space per employee, that added over 8,000 jobs to Palo Alto's job
base. In that same period of time, 2008 to 2015, only 550 apartment units
were entitled. These number include the large Stanford housing project
which added 180 of those units. As you know, these numbers are heavily
weighted to the nonresidential square footage. To conclude, there's clearly
the demand and need for housing in Palo Alto. The project we are proposing
will provide an attainable product relative to what Palo Alto currently offers.
Thank you for your time.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Let's return to the Council for questions of either
Staff, or I will entertain questions to the applicant through the Chair. Who
would like to go first? Council Member DuBois. Thank you.
Council Member DuBois: Some technical questions. If this lot were
CN, what would the FAR be and what would the allowable height be?

zoned

Ms. Hodgkins: Great question. We actually have a pocket slide on that, that
shows a comparison. We'll bring that up right now. The height for CN
requirement is 40 feet. Did you have any other specific ...
Council Member DuBois: The Floor Area Ratio (FAR).
Ms. Hodgkins: The FAR is 1.0 to one—because CN is required to be mixed
use, it's 0.5:1.0 for nonresidential and 0.51 to residential.
Council Member DuBois: Thank you. What are the allowed uses under the
PF zone?
Jodie Gerhardt, Planning Manager: We have accessory facility uses, eating
and drinking in conjunction with a permitted use, retail, things of that
nature, but there isn't residential. There's churches, education, etc.
Council Member DuBois: Is there also medical, outpatient medical or
something?
Ms. Gerhardt: There's hospitals, and outpatient would be a Conditional Use
Permit.
Council Member DuBois: I don't know if you can answer, if the applicant
needs to answer. I'm curious. What is the relationship between Windy Hill
and Pollack Financial Group?
Mayor Burt: Go right ahead.
Mr. Spieker: Windy Hill currently has an option on the property where
Pollack Financial would participate financially should this get approved.
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Council Member DuBois: Pollack currently owns the property?
Mr. Spieker: They currently own the property, and we currently have a
contract on it.
Council Member DuBois: Got it. Thank you. You might as well stay there;
I've got a couple more, if that's okay. You mentioned the bike repair shop.
You said that would be open to the public. Would it be like a public retail on
the first floor?
Mr. Spieker: As you know, we are under-parked per current zoning. Retail
would only add to that. Some of the feedback we've gotten from a few of
the Council Members and the public as well as watching the prescreening a
year ago for this site, we wanted to address that. We are open to having
the ground-floor bike kitchen available to the public in kind of getting the
community involved in using a local bike shop, a Palo Alto-based bike shop
in terms of letting them advertise, signage, and things to help alleviate
concerns about trying to dissuade ground-floor retail.
Council Member DuBois: You mentioned possible deed restrictions. How
would that work for local employment or non-car ownership? If you lost
your job or you bought a car, what would happen?
Mr. Spieker: You wouldn't be able to live there, I guess. This is something
we've explored with our attorney. Where people live is not a protected
class. We strongly feel that our residents are going to come from Stanford
Research Park and within Palo Alto, within a small radius. Tenants would
sign a 1-year lease as per the norm in Palo Alto. If they lose their job, I
guess we can work together and figure that out.
Council Member DuBois: You kind of mentioned preferences
agency employees. Is that what I heard?
Mr. Spieker:

for public

Yes.

Council Member DuBois: You had a slide that said Santa Clara County
stated that the lane dedication was necessary. What did that mean? Did
that mean it was required?
Mr. Spieker: It means it was necessary to improve the efficiency of that
intersection, is what I believe the letter stated.
Council Member DuBois: Does Staff know about that?
Ms. Gerhardt: Yes, absolutely. Jodie Gerhardt, Current Planning Manager.
Our Transportation Division has reviewed this project preliminarily and
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reviewed the past projects. We are requesting that right-turn enhancement
to enhance that intersection.
Council Member DuBois: When the County says it's required—it was being
mentioned as a public benefit, but is it basically required to build on that lot?
Mr. Lait: Thank you, Council Member. I don't believe that
it's
a
requirement. I think in some earlier conversations there has been about this
site and other developments an interest in that as a public benefit, so that
we can improve the intersection at that location. As I'm understanding this
applicant—this isn't a Planned Community (PC), so we're not really talking
about public benefits in that context. As I understand it, the applicant is still
interested in offering that to the City.
Council Member DuBois: Thank you, and thank you.
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Mayor Burt: Council Member Scharff.
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Vice Mayor Scharff: Thanks. A couple of things. The first would be the
parking. Ninety to 102 parking spaces is what you said would normally be.
What's the different between the 90 and the 102? Is it just number of units?
What would be the reason for the variation?
Ms. Hodgkins: It would depend on the exact number of each type of unit.
There's different requirements for a studio unit versus a one-bedroom. Also,
the guest parking. There's a requirement in the Code related to whether
they're dedicated spaces or not. That would make a difference.
Vice Mayor Scharff: I guess I didn't follow if they were dedicated spaces.
Why would they be dedicated or not dedicated?
Ms. Gerhardt: If there was reserved parking.
Vice Mayor Scharff: You have more spaces if it's reserved parking, less if it's
not.
Ms. Gerhardt: Correct.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Got it. I had some questions for the applicant.
(inaudible) be all right?
Mayor Burt: Go ahead.
Vice Mayor Scharff: This is a rental project, right? You're not putting a map
on it?
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Mr. Spieker: Yes, it's a for-rent project. We would not be putting a map on
it.
Vice Mayor Scharff: No map. I'm trying to understand when you offer
leasing preferences, how that actually works. You build the project; you
start leasing. You have a lot of units. You don't lease them all if there's a
lease sub-period. If someone comes to you who's not in a favored class,
let's say, a teacher, a firefighter or any of the things you mentioned, don't
you just lease to them anyway? I'm trying to understand what it means to
be—once the project is fully leased, a unit comes vacant. It's rare to have a
waiting list. You probably clear the market by raising the rents. What does
it mean to have a preference? In for-sale, I completely get it. In rental, I'm
not tracking how this works.
Mr. Spieker: I would anticipate—we still have to work through this—that
when we built it, we offer these units to the teachers, the firefighters and
the police officers and the City officials. We give them a certain period of
time to respond, in which they can lease the unit. Once it's leased and we
get a vacant unit like you mentioned, then we would send this out to that
email list, mailing list. We'd go through the proper channels, and they would
get a certain amount of time in order to lease the unit. If they don't, then
we can go to the general public. I'm not sure about this, but maybe Staff
knows. I believe Stanford may have done this.
Mayor Burt: Yeah. I don't know whether our current Staff here is familiar
with it. Maybe Cara is. The large Sand Hill development contains similar
preferences. They were actually, as I recall, two tiers of preferences. One
for perhaps it was Stanford direct employees. There was a second I can't
remember. They tiered it. Cara, do you have any input?
Cara Silver, Senior Assistant City Attorney: There are several different
projects in town that do have preferences built in. Most of them are Palo
Alto Housing Corporation operated projects. There are some other projects—
the Terman Apartments has a Section 8 preference. There are several
different preferences in town. It is possible to come up with some type of
covenant language to implement that preference.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Cara, what would that mean? Is it just a preference
then? A unit comes vacant, and they know the lease is expiring. They do a
six month lease, a year lease, and a nine month lease in their project. Are
we thinking a couple of months before they have to do outreach? Is it more
than a preference that if you don't meet that criteria, you can't lease there?
I'm just trying to figure out how a preference in a market rate project, which
is open to the public, works on a regular basis.
Page 10 of 114
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Ms. Silver: I think all of that would have to be negotiated and set forth in
some documents that we would put in front of the City Council to satisfy and
ensure that there really is a preference that is being implemented.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Forty-five parking spaces as opposed to 90 or 102, and
you have electric charging stations, so you expect some cars. Otherwise,
why have electric charging stations. What's your realistic belief of how
you're going to get—what is it? Half the cars, half the people roughly don't
have cars. Is that (crosstalk).
Mr. Spieker: Twenty-five percent.
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Mr. Spieker: Twenty-five percent.
Vice Mayor Scharff: All right, 25 percent. Twenty-five percent wouldn't
have cars, and then it would be fully parked. Is that fair?
Mr. Spieker: Yes.
Vice Mayor Scharff: I'm not doing the math in my head as we talk.
Mr. Spieker: Yes. There's 60 units, and there's 45 parking stalls. Fifteen of
those units would not have a parking spot.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Right. The Code requires more than a 1:1 ratio. The
reason for that, I assume, is some people traditionally have two cars living
in a one-bedroom or even living in a studio if they live together. What I'm
trying to figure out is—can you just walk me through best case scenario or
whatever how you think you're going to get there on a conceptual basis?
Mr. Spieker: I fundamentally believe and we fundamentally believe that
people that are going to rent these units—call them millennials, call them
people that don't want stuff. They want a place to live. They want a place
to live close to where they work, and they don't own a car or they ride their
bike.
Vice Mayor Scharff: I actually am totally with you and think it's a great plan.
Would you be open to fines if it doesn't happen that way?
Mr. Spieker: As Jamie mentioned, in our TDM we are open to consequences,
yes.
Vice Mayor Scharff: That's stepping up. Thanks.
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Mayor Burt: Let me just ask a follow-up there. I thought that you also said
that you were open to deed restrictions on car ownership.
Mr. Spieker: Yes, that has been brought up as an option, I believe. A
Council Member brought that up at the last prescreening. We looked into it
a little bit; we have a lot more work to do on that. Where you work is not a
protected class, so I think legally we can do that, and we're open to it.
There are going to be some unintended consequences when doing that.
Mayor Burt: That's a deed restriction on location of work. The other one I
was just asking about is on car ownership, whether you could—is that
something that you've looked at and whether you can require at your
discretion? If it was part of the development agreement, that only say
hypothetically 75 percent of the residences could have a resident that owned
a car, that's something you would be open to as a deed restriction and that
you would impose and be part of the development agreement?
Mr. Spieker: Yes. We would work with Council and Staff to figure out an
implementation method that works.
Mayor Burt: It sounds like you're confident that you could lease these units
under those conditions.
Mr. Spieker: Yeah, we are.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Holman.
Council Member Holman: Questions, some for the applicant and some for
Staff. Is there any—these are in no particular order. The permit parking
program in the neighborhood that the applicant brought up—thank you for
bringing that up—there's no proposal for one in this neighborhood. How
long would it be in comparison to, say, a construction schedule before a
permit program could be put in place? Is there other interest in having a
permit program in this area?
Mr. Lait: I don't know of any that have been articulated to us. I think we've
seen, with the recent requests for permit parking in other neighborhoods, it
takes a little bit of time to initiate that.
Council Member Holman: One thing that would be important to know, if
there hasn't been other interest expressed in this, is what would the cost be
for implementing a residential permit parking program for the purposes of
satisfying the intention stated by the applicant. I don't expect you to have
that answer right now. One of the questions about—let's just say that some
of the units were given first option to, let's say, Stanford employees, PAUSD
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employees, maybe City employees. What's going to determine whether
somebody says yes or no is oftentimes going to be the rental rate. What do
you foresee these being rented at? Would you give preferential rental rates
to these three nonprofits I've mentioned or would they be the same rental
rate as the open market?
Mr. Spieker: The answer to the first question is we don't know what these
are going to rent for. This is a prescreening. We have a long way to go
(crosstalk).
Mayor Burt: Can you move that mic just a closer to you? Sorry.
Council Member Holman: You've looked at the economics of it, though. I'm
surprised you would say you don't know what the rental rates would be.
Mr. Spieker: I can't speak to the individual studio and one-bedroom rental
rates for these units right now. I'm not prepared to do so. I don't have that
information with me. We did our underwriting a while ago. Would we give a
rental discount to these City employees, Stanford employees? The answer is
I don't know yet. It's something we can talk about. It depends on where
we kind of shake out on everything else. There's a lot of issues we have to
work through on this.
Council Member Holman: Thank you for that. Ground-floor retail, I'm one
of the people who talks about ground-floor retail—yes, at this location—and
wider sidewalks because if it's all housing—I told you this. I was very direct
with you. By the way, do we need to do disclosures? This is just a
prescreening, but do we need to do disclosures?
Ms. Silver: This is a legislative action. It's a request for information on
possible zone changes. Technically you don't need to do disclosures for
legislative items.
Council Member Holman: Let me just volunteer that I did meet with the
applicant. I've forgotten your name; I'm sorry. I'll be forthcoming on that.
I do think ground-floor retail is important here. You talk about a bike repair
kitchen or a bike kitchen. What kind of size are you thinking about? I didn't
quite catch that. What kind of size are you thinking about that or square
footage or location?
Mr. Spieker: About 500 square feet.
Council Member Holman: Did Staff look at, when this came forward—there
was a proposal that came forward some time ago for this site—I don't
remember what iteration it was. We've seen a few that looked at the
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undercrossing under El Camino Real. Did Staff give any—I'm seeing blank
looks down there. I guess Staff didn't give any consideration of seeing
about that being restored or rehabilitated or in a public-private partnership
to get it rehabilitated, to get it usable, to get pedestrians and bicyclists
underneath El Camino.
Mr. Lait: I'm sorry. I don't have information for you on that.
Council Member Holman: That's something important, I think,
going
forward with this or any project that comes across here. The open space—
CN that's up here requires 9,000 square feet of open space. You've
proposed 4,500, I think it is, at the ground level and then 1,300 square feet
of balconies, which is only 5,800 square feet. What was used to determine
what those calculations were? It's hard to tell from this just because it is.
Do all units have balconies and what size would the balconies be of those
units that had balconies?
Mr. Spieker: We tried to get most units to have a patio or a balcony. Given
the units that are up against Page Mill, it makes it difficult especially with
dedicating the land for the right-hand turn lane. A couple of those units, we
were unable to do it. It's something that our architect can work on, if that's
important.
Council Member Holman: What did you use to decide what the size of the
patios were and what the size of the open space was? The open space that's
at the ground level.
Mr. Spieker: I think my architect's better to answer those questions.
John Kosi, BDE Architects: Good evening. John Kosi with BDE Architects.
We went with really what's industry standard with the depth. We've got a
number of things that we want to do. We wanted to obviously give as much
open space as we could. They kind of fit into an alcove typically off of a
bedroom. They're anywhere from 50 to 60 square feet.
Council Member Holman: You said 30 to 60 square feet?
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Council Member Holman: Fifty to 60 square feet. I think I had one other
question. Pardon me just for a second. I don't have other questions
actually. I'll have comments later. Thank you.
Mayor Burt: I have a couple other questions, one for the applicant and two
for Staff. Is there any part of the design looking at rooftop gardens?
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Mr. Spieker: We haven't gotten there yet. I can't put the picture up now.
There is room.
Mayor Burt: You don't have a sense of what percentage of the roof is
occupied by mechanical?
Mr. Spieker: No, but my guess would be it's less than 50 percent. There is
room to do that. Again, it's a function of cost.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Questions for Staff. Has Staff looked at aggressive
TDM programs with small units that are in transit and walkable Downtown
areas, whether they be in Palo Alto or elsewhere? The only one that I can
think of that is a good example in Palo Alto is Alma Place, which is even
smaller units than this, that we built around 2000 for small, single-occupant
residences. They're designated single occupant. They are probably a couple
hundred square feet each. My recollection is it was permitted to be underparked simply on the basis of its proximity to transit in Downtown as
opposed to an actual TDM program. Do we know anything about the
performance of that? First, what the ratio was and, second,
the
performance.
Mr. Lait: No and no. I can tell you that we are working on developing those
parameters of what a TDM would look like as we're working on this other
work about the penalties and fees and the enforcement. We're also looking
to require, as a part of our review of projects, TDM programs for most of the
discretionary applications that come forward. We'll be identifying sort of
those expectations about what the program would include and performance
targets (crosstalk).
Mayor Burt: I've brought up Alma Place several times over the last year.
I'm kind of disappointed that we don't have any data yet on that. When I
surveyed—I don't know what the parking ratio was, so I can't really put it in
that context. When I surveyed their underground parking, partially
underground and fully underground, within the last six months or so, there
were parking spaces available. That includes that Palo Alto Housing Corp.
has their offices there. It's not just the residents who are using them.
Interestingly, they have a bike cage, and it was overflowed and inadequate
bike parking. That was a suggestion to me that without even an active TDM
program we get that kind of response. There are other developments in
other communities that have occurred in this region with similarities of being
transit located, Downtown located and small unit with active TDM programs,
I think. Do we have any information on the performance of those projects?
Mr. Lait: Mayor, I just personally don't—the three of us up here don't have
information about that. We could get some more information from our Chief
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Transportation Official on that. That information may very well be available;
I just don't have it right now.
Mayor Burt: I think that's important. When we look at that and if this goes
forward and if it's an application, when it goes to the Planning and
Transportation Commission I'd really hope that we've got meaningful data.
It also looks at not only TDM programs that have existed representative but
what are emerging TDM measures, including things like just the whole
consideration of electric bikes and having shared electric bikes perhaps. We
talk about Zipcars, but Zip bikes may become at least as valuable and a
fraction of the space, fraction of the cost. For Stanford Research Park, it
makes the whole Research Park readily bike-able even for people who aren't
real serious bike riders. Finally, we don't have a zoning currently that allows
this number of units per acre. We have historic development in Palo Alto at
this kind of density. The President Hotel is a good example. We don't have
the zoning it does. We do have, with all of our zonings, limits on the Floor
Area Ratio. I've never been able to understand what was the historic
rationale for imposing units per acre limits on top of the Floor Area Ratio
limits. All it does is drive developers to having to build larger units than
they otherwise might be willing to do. The argument that I've—kind of the
pushback historically was we don't get the high units per acre because
developers historically get a better rate of return on larger units than they
do smaller units, so they don't build them. They haven't historically built
them. This is what has been the response for the 18 years that I've been on
the Planning Commission or the Council. It really didn't matter. It was a
moot point because we didn't get those projects proposed. If we create
certain mandates or zoning overlays that would discourage or say we don't
want large units like we've been talking about for the last several years and
as part of the Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan discussion, I'm trying to
understand in that context why do we have a cap on units per acre in highdensity, multiunit dwellings. Do we know that?
Mr. Lait: I think the short answer would be to limit density and perceived
impacts associated with higher densities. It's the character of the
neighborhood that you're trying to establish. You're absolutely correct. You
could use various zoning tools to modify what approach we might take. You
know from the RT—I think it's 50. Is it the RT-50? That's an example
where we don't have a density limit. We try to address the form and the
size of the ...
Mayor Burt: The RT-50?
Mr. Lait: Does not have a density restriction.
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Mr. Lait: Let's take a look at our standards here.
Mayor Burt: I think that's what the 50 refers to. No. Really?
Mr. Lait: While that's being checked out, I believe that the RT-50 doesn't
have a limit on dwelling units, but we achieve it through FAR and setbacks to
get at the form of the building as opposed to the density.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Now, I have two more lights from colleagues,
Council Member Berman and then Council Member Kniss.
Council Member Berman: Just a quick question for the applicant on timing.
This is all kind of a guess. If you were to receive positive feedback tonight
and decide to move forward with the project and get your entitlements in a
fairly quick manner, when do you think this project would be built?
Mr. Spieker: The construction timeline?
Council Member Berman: Sure. As we're talking about different
transportation technology and all these types of things, which are changing
monthly, I'm wondering when will you actually have people moving in here.
I'm kind of mentally trying to think of where we'll be on a transportation
front by three years from now when the project's actually built.
Mr. Spieker: I would say if there was a vote and it was approved, we'd be
ready for occupancy within 18 months. That would ...
Council Member Berman: Once you get approval.
Mr. Spieker: Once we get approval, it'd be 18 months from that.
would include ...

That

Council Member Berman: It'll be a total of seven years. No, just kidding.
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Council Member Berman: That's helpful. Two and half, three years-ish,
something like that, maybe less, hopefully less.
Mr. Spieker: Yeah.
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Council Member Berman: Thanks.
Mayor Burt: I do see that this slide answers my question, which is the RT50 in South of Forest Area (SOFA) is not dwellings per acre but rather the
50-foot height. Council Member Kniss.
Council Member Kniss: Again for the applicant or for one of the applicants.
This isn't the first time that something has been proposed for this particular
site. The site's been a challenge in many ways. You obviously have been
listening to us as a body, and you've many times heard the need for
housing, smaller units, a whole variety, whatever we've talked about. We've
talked about micro units. Before you did this, did you look at other sites and
other cities that might be similar and in some way copy that or did you talk
with them about their parking issues or whatever else? The only other place
that I've heard where micro units literally were brought in, I think, by trailer
was one either done in DC or in New York City, which is certainly in the heart
of where micro units are needed. The question is are you basing this on
anything else? Have you seen anything like it?
Mr. Spieker: We have worked on two multifamily projects, one in Downtown
Burlingame and one in Downtown San Mateo or one. They were existing
buildings that were under-parked. The one in Burlingame, I want to say had
90 percent, a 37-unit building. I think it had 32 or 33 parking stalls. In
Downtown San Mateo, we had 17 units on South B Street where there was
zero parking. It was a block and a half from the train station. We do
believe that this concept works. I will say about micro housing units, when
you hear about micro housing in San Francisco, in Brooklyn, in New York, it's
typically around 200 to 350 square feet. These are micro units compared to
the RM-40. These are not micro housing units when you talk about micro
housing in San Francisco. These are an average—our one-bedrooms are
over 600 square feet. If you look at the average square footage of a onebedroom built in the '60s and '70s in San Mateo and Santa Clara County,
you're looking at about 700 to 750 square feet. While they're micro
compared to the current Zoning Code, they're not micro when you compare
them to New York and San Francisco or LA and Chicago.
Council Member Kniss: That's helpful. I'm glad you gave the examples
locally. Did each one of those—before you do them, was there direction
from their governing body to control the parking in some way, and was there
any mechanism that was used that they imposed?
Mr. Spieker: I'm sorry. I should have mentioned. These were existing
projects that we purchased and that, whatever reason back in the '50s and
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'60s, weren't built with the adequate amount of parking per current
standards.
Council Member Kniss: There wasn't any negotiation or agreement you had
to make with the city?
Mr. Spieker: No. These were all grandfathered in.
Council Member Kniss: I would agree. I remember the first place we rented
here. It was very small. Thank you for that.
Mr. Spieker: Sure. Thanks.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Wolbach.
Council Member Wolbach: I just wanted to check on the process with the
Mayor. Questions and comments at this time or just questions right now?
Mayor Burt: Questions. We're going to hear from the public, and then we'll
give our input.
Council Member Wolbach: Thank you for clarifying that. Actually maybe a
couple of questions for the applicant and also a question or two for Staff, I
think. In looking at your parking spaces—I might have missed it—did you
include any designated parking for motorcycles or scooters or design it in
such a way that one parking space rented, say, by one tenant could easily
park a car and a scooter has enough space for that? I ask because
obviously motorcycles and scooters tend to take up much less space. You
can either squeeze them in a lot of parking space with a car or fit three or
four bikes or scooters into one space.
Mr. Spieker: It's a great idea, and it's something we've talked about. We
wanted to get as many parking stalls as we could. We're open to discussing
how we can work with that. Obviously there could be someone that doesn't
own a car that has a scooter just to go from Point A to Point B.
Council Member Wolbach: I'm also thinking about if have, say, a couple
living in a unit that might decide they do want to pay for a parking space
and have a car, and then one of them also rides a scooter or a motorcycle.
They don't need a full two spaces for that. I'm thinking about how that
might work.
Mr. Spieker: I think that would work practically, but from a Code standpoint
I think we'd have to work with Staff on that.
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Council Member Wolbach: I'm just thinking about how that would work. In
talking about preferred groups who would have a first crack at renting one of
these units, I'm not sure if I missed it. Did you mention seniors or retirees?
Mr. Spieker: We didn't mention them, and that wasn't for any particular
reason. We were focusing on teachers, firefighters, policemen and City
employees.
Council Member Wolbach: I'll save my comments on that until later, except
just to say I think that's another group that might be less inclined to drive
on a regular basis at rush hour. If I heard you correctly, some of the "micro
units" that you see in other cities, whether it's in San Francisco or in
Berkeley as far as local examples, can be as small as 200 to 300-square-foot
range per unit.
Mr. Spieker: I think I was trying to say 250. I don't know if I (crosstalk).
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Mr. Spieker: Yeah, 250. I haven't seen them as low as 200, but 250 to
350, 400 square feet. Certainly less than what we're proposing.
Council Member Wolbach: I guess at 250, that means—if I saw it correctly,
the smallest units you're talking about here are about 500 or 502 square
feet per unit for the smallest ones?
Mr. Spieker: Depending on what happens in the common area, in the bike
kitchen, but yes, generally you're correct.
Council Member Wolbach: Basically double what some of the true
units are, but still substantially smaller than a typical Palo Alto unit.

micro

Mr. Spieker: Exactly.
Council Member Wolbach: Just want to make sure I really was clear on how
this fits in with our reality versus other communities' reality, how this just
kind of compares. Thank you for that. A question for Staff, thinking about
for the public comment and also when it comes back to us. You've given us
a few possibilities for how a project like this might be possible with tweaks
or changes to our Codes, our zoning, as a pilot or changing something on a
perhaps larger scale basis. Because we're not taking action tonight,
obviously we can't fully direct which one we would prefer. What kinds of
comments are you going to be looking for us, when it comes back to us,
regarding the three options that you presented to us?
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Mr. Lait: Thank you, Council Member. What we're looking for is the three
options, and there might be others. The three that we highlighted in the
Staff Report focused on a narrow applicability, where we just look at PF
zoned properties, and we make some changes to the Comp Plan or the
zoning to accommodate PF zoned lots. Another example was to borrow from
some existing provisions of the Code, where we have these combining
districts, so that an applicant could request a legislative change and apply
this micro housing combining district to their property. We'd have to set
some criteria for that, but that would have a broader applicability beyond the
PF zoning. A third option that we identified was to modify the existing
Pedestrian Transit Oriented Development (PTOD) zoning standard, which has
higher densities and development standards for parcels within, I think, a
quarter mile of a fixed rail station.
Council Member Wolbach: Just to be clear, those are in the Staff Report on
pages 6 and 7 of the Staff Report, Options 1 and 2 and then on Page 7
Option 3. Those are ordered from the most narrow application to the
broadest application. Just want to be very explicit and clear about that as
we continue our conversation tonight.
Mr. Lait: That's correct.
Council Member Wolbach: Again, just so I was really clear. I guess maybe
for you and also for the Mayor, what kinds of—you're just looking, I guess,
for how we feel about those at this point without it being official direction?
Mr. Lait: We've heard the Council in varying degrees talk about this type of
a housing project. Here's one that's being presented to the Council for
consideration. Should this application go forward, would the Council be
interested in drafting something narrowly toward this project and some
other properties or would you want us to cast a wider net to make more
properties eligible for this type of housing opportunity?
Council Member Wolbach: Got you.
Mr. Lait: Just a gauge of how far do you want us to go with this.
Council Member Wolbach: Are we looking for a pilot or are we looking for
changes to the whole area?
Mr. Lait: It could still be a pilot on all three. It's just how many properties
do we want to make available to take advantage of a micro housing unit
concept.
Council Member Wolbach: Got you.
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Mr. Lait: Thank you.
Council Member Wolbach: Thanks. That's it for my questions.
Mayor Burt: We'll now hear from members of the public. We have seven
cards. If anyone else wishes to speak, they need to bring their card forward
at this time. Being a Study Session and the limited amount of time we have,
each speaker will have up to two minutes to speak. Excuse me. Our first
speaker is Mike Green, to be followed by Neilson Buchanan.
Mike Green: My name is Mike Green. I appreciate the opportunity to
address the Council. I live in south Palo Alto. My son lives in Page Mill Court
Apartments, which immediately adjoins this site. I would say I have no
problem at all with the proposal to have smaller area, higher density housing
there. What I have an issue with is the parking. That area, which I visit
frequently, is completely parked out. The building is going to displace
existing parking. My strong recommendation is that it should not
be
approved without double layer parking underneath, which is the norm now
for that area. If you look at the building that's being completed a few blocks
north on Ash Street, that's double layer on a smaller site. That would
diffuse the parking issue. I should say, by the way, that I regard things like
the bike kitchen as something of a Potemkin village, because on El Camino a
few blocks north and a few blocks south, are two perfectly good retail bike
shops. I had a feeling listening to the presentation that there was a little bit
of smoke and mirrors there. That's my recommendation, that the Council
should not approve this without double layer parking.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Our next speaker is Neilson Buchanan,
followed by Mark Mollineaux.

to be

Neilson Buchanan: Less than six nights ago, we were talking about permit
parking and what's evolved over the last four years and the quest for that
policy. I sat back and asked someone locally who really observes planning
and City Councils well. We talked about here comes housing as fodder for
debate and discussion for the Palo Alto process. What did we learn from
permit parking and what are we going to learn as we go through the
quandary about housing? The perspective that was thrown out is that
solving problems applicant-by-applicant is just crazy. One permit program
by another permit parking for another neighborhood; housing project by one
applicant, another housing project doesn't make an awful lot of sense.
There's got to be something better. I don't know what the something better
is. Let me suggest that problem solving can be usually boiled down to
asking three good questions. We brainstormed if you had to solve and
approach systematically new kinds of housing for any given city, what would
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you ask. Very briefly, you'd ask new housing policy for whom, and then
begin to answer that very specifically. You would then say where. I bet you
right now people in this room can name ten sites that could be considered.
Nobody would like them all, but they're the natural sites. It's not like
Portland. I read about last night an (inaudible). They got a swathe of land
for 8,000 homes, (inaudible) a whole new city. The third question is
something that's re-iterative, and at what cost. The cost won't be known
until much later in the process, but you can begin to speculate as you were
pushing the applicant here. There's got to be three
questions
that
somebody comes up with, that won't throw you through a constant four year
loop of project-by-project for the kind of housing that Palo Alto—the corners
that need to be cut versus the pathway that you want. Let me give you a
Forrest Gump quote, and that is "I don't know where I am going, but I am
on my way." That's the way the City of Palo Alto seems to go. Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Mark Mollineaux to be followed by Patrick Slattery.
Mark Mollineaux: Hello there. I am Mark Mollineaux. I live in Redwood
City. I graduated from Stanford, and I would have like to live in Palo Alto
but I couldn't afford it. I'll keep my comments brief. In short, I think we
agree there's a problem in Palo Alto with housing. The system is broken.
High prices everywhere. This is a signal that everything is broken. This is a
result of ill-advised zoning decisions by essentially all the cities in this
region. Things are bad. It may not seem bad for local residents who don't
see the effects of this. They're locked into cheap houses with artificially low
property taxes. If you take the regional view, it's impossible to say things
aren't extremely bad. They need to be fixed. With this kind of stress, they
will be fixed one way or another. The Council has the possibility to fix things
locally, or it'll be fixed at some higher level by the State of California, which
holds the underlying authority of all of zoning. I hope the City is able to
solve it locally. It'll be better that way. Anyway it is, it'll take a long time
and a lot of effort to fix things with housing. Some decisions will be hard,
and some will be easy. I think this project is one of the easy ones. This is
60 great units in a really great, walkable area. I anticipate this should easily
pass. It really looks great. I would maybe hope I'd be able to live there
someday. Thank you for your time.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Patrick Slattery
Munoz.

to

be

followed

by Stephanie

Patrick Slattery: My name's Patrick Slattery. When I came down this
evening, I was concerned about a lot of the questions that have already
come up. I was concerned about the traffic, especially how they were going
to be able to keep people from having cars. That's an American thing. How
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can you get in there and stop that? They've got a plan. The Council was
wondering about—asking how are they really going to enforce that. That's
my question as well. The same with the RPP. If there's not an RPP in the
area, then the people who have cars can park there. They can park there all
night. The Council has taken care of that. About all that's left for me is how
can a four-story building be a pilot project. If it goes bad, how did it go
back, what happens? That's a question I still have left. Of course, the
answer to the other question is can all this stuff really be enforced. You're
asking those. Thank you. You have addressed most of my questions.
Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Stephanie Munoz to be followed by Robert Moss.
Stephanie Munoz: Good evening, Mayor Burt and Council Members. I think
these people are going in the right direction, and they're doing what you
want. You should pay attention to them and talk some more with them.
There was a letter by a Tina Peak [phonetic] in the Post a couple of nights
ago. She was very concerned—I think everybody should be—about the fact
of the rezoning from public benefit space. There's a difference between
something that is actually zoned for public benefit and something in which
the public benefit is just a quid pro quo from some other concession that
you're going to give. I think you should take it very seriously. I think that
whoever gets this piece of property should dedicate the entire first floor to
public benefit, to childcare, senior nutrition and other similar things. The
whole first floor, not retail. The second thing is that with
all
the
conversation there's been about being close to public transit, what's the
point of being close to the public transit if you intend for them to have a car
anyway. It seems to me reasonable that there be some places in town for
people who don't have cars. Isn't that a fair tradeoff? The third thing is the
size. I talked to my son; he travels for Cisco all over the world. I said,
"Honey, what kind of a hotel room do you get for $300 a night?" He said,
"They're very nice, very small." Think about it. Thanks.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Robert Moss to be followed by Hamilton Hitchings.
Robert Moss: Thank you, Mayor Burt and Council Members. This ghastly
project is the worst example of spot zoning I've seen in a long time. It
ignores the fact that you're supposed to be consistent with adjacent
residential when you build. It totally violates that, because it is totally
inconsistent with the adjacent condominiums. It ignores the fact that this is
the most congested intersection in town. It pretends there's going to be no
traffic or parking problems. Saying that some of the residents won't own
cars doesn't mean that they won't be driving. Saying they're going to use
Uber means that Uber gets to drive to the site and away from the site.
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That's two trips instead of one for the non-Uber driver. Another problem is
you have no way of enforcing the occupancy or the actual price of the units.
You have never done that in the last 40 years. When somebody says,
"We're going to have this for all low-income people," and when they don't do
it, the City sends them a nasty letter saying, "You're terrible people. You're
not complying with what you said. Tsk, tsk, that's awful of you." Of course,
the developer sobs and cries while he's putting his money in the bank. I
would suggest that you require they do something almost unprecedented in
the City of Palo Alto: comply with the Zoning Ordinance, the CN zone, the
Comprehensive Plan and development compatibility with adjacent buildings.
Wouldn't that be remarkable?
Mayor Burt: Our next speaker is Hamilton Hitchings, to be followed by
Winter Dellenbach.
Hamilton Hitchings: Hi. I'm Hamilton Hitchings. I'm a member of the
Citizen’s Advisory Commission (CAC), but I'm not speaking on behalf of
them. One of the things we're trying to do as the City of Palo Alto is refocus
the development on what the City needs most and work with developers
who understand what's needed and are willing to work with the community.
I'm a residentialist, so I'm usually on the other side from developers. I
actually like these guys. I think there's a lot of potential to work with them
to build the kind of project that this City really needs. I think to make this
successful we would need to make a few changes. By the way, it's a great
location if you work in Stanford Research Park or California Avenue (Cal.
Ave). There's a problem because Cal. Ave. parking is completely saturated,
so any spillover is going to have a significant negative consequence. There
is an easy solution, and you're not going to like this. You just remove the
top floor, then it's a 1:1 parking. You increase the unit size by 100 square
feet. You get your guest parking. You put in the deed restriction. You do
those three things, this project will work. The other thing to keep in mind is
if we look at other comparable units of this size, like Carmel the Village,
they're renting for $3,000 to $6,000. Unless you have $3,000 a month to
spend, you're not going to be able to rent these units probably. However,
because we're rezoning it, we can impose requirements on them
in
exchange for the rezone. They've already said that they would be interested
in above the requirement for below market rate. As part of the public
benefit, rather than making the ground floor some kind of retail thing, I
would encourage a 25 percent below market as part of this rezoning. This
will help people who are working in this community, who might not be able
to afford it otherwise. Another thing I want to speak out against is groundfloor retail. This is a really lousy spot for ground-floor retail. The other
thing to think about is pumping. Remember, if you go down a second floor,
you're going to have to pump a lot of water out on that (crosstalk).
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Mayor Burt: Thank you. Winter Dellenbach to be followed by Herb Borock.
Winter Dellenbach: Hi. Winter Dellenbach. Want to remind you 10 years
worked at Mid-Peninsula Citizens for Fair Housing, dealt with housing
discrimination laws. I wasn't planning to come here, jumped in my car,
roared down here. I kept hearing the word preference. I came down here,
and I kept hearing it and hearing it. Protected category, class, protected
class. I started to get more and more jumpy. I don't think any of you
should get excited and be making any sorts of judgments and decisions
about all of this stuff. Preference is a rare thing. It shouldn't be thrown out
like confetti. People that have preferences, seniors, families, protection
against discrimination for families with children, people with disabilities have
certain protections. Those are exceptions. They are not the rule. I'm
hearing preferences just like preferences galore for firefighters, for this, for
that. I counsel you please back off, be very careful. You have legal counsel
that can actually give you firm legal advice once they get clear, do the
research if there's any sort of workforce protection for a private developer
who's going to profit mightily from this rather than a nonprofit developer
such as Stanford that can maybe have certain legal protection and rights to
do that. A two-bedroom apartment under your own law in Palo Alto—
9.74.030 says that you cannot require less than a minimum of two people
per bedroom in this town. I heard one of the presenters tonight say
something like there's not going to be children here and all this sort of stuff.
If this is any kind of a model for what's coming our way, please know that
there is no way to prohibit parents with children from living in this housing,
older people. This idea that this is millennial housing, that this is young tech
worker housing—I find that personally extremely offensive. Housing is
housing for people who need housing. If a parent wants to live in a onebedroom unit with a child, by law they get to do that. Otherwise, it's
discriminatory and yells lawsuit at me. Be very careful when you consider
this housing and who's going to live there. Everybody gets to live there.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Our next speaker is Herb Borock, to be followed by
Ken Allen.
Herb Borock: Mayor Burt and Council Members, this is not micro housing.
The housing at Alma Place or at the Opportunity Center is micro housing.
The reason they don't have very many cars is because they're poor people.
It's for low income and very low income people. That's the reason they
don't have cars, not because of where it's located. In regard to the previous
speaker, you can't discriminate against families with children. In
this
isolated location for a family with children, they will need cars to get to
school and to take children to activities. The options that Staff has offered
you for changing zoning is Planned Community zoning by another name.
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You have suspended Planned Community zoning. The appropriate time for
Staff to bring up these suggestions is during the Comprehensive Plan
discussions and the Zoning Code that comes out of the Comprehensive Plan
and that supports it. If the applicant wants to wait until that new Zoning
Code comes up to see if it has any of these ideas, that's the time to do that.
You can't deed restrict a rental unit and expect it to be enforced by the
developer. You can't even keep track of Below Market Rate (BMR) units
where someone goes out and borrows extra money or tries to go sell it for a
higher price. You just had one of those on Consent Calendar tonight.
It
took you so many years to get to that one when the error occurred. If you
can't even do that and you have a contractor, the Housing Corporation,
that's supposed to keep track of those things for you, how can you possibly
do what's being suggested here? I would suggest that we have somebody
who bought a property that is zoned Public Facility, if that's what they
wanted to buy, those are the rules they should follow.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Our next speaker is Ken Allen, to be followed by
Rebecca Sanders.
Ken Allen: Ken Allen, Grove Avenue. I'm President of the Adobe Meadow
Neighborhood Association and speaking as a private citizen. First of all, I
note that this location was originally designated to be property turned over
to an overpass between a state highway and a county highway. Whatever
became of that project? Second, I agree with all of the problems noted on
parking. I think it's irrational not to provide at least the minimum parking
per unit because you simply cannot limit cars by limiting parking places.
That was my experience living in Hamburg, Germany. We lived in a unit of
700 square feet. The streets were over-parked. Some people took the
available public transportation, but ultimately there were too many cars for
the number of units living in that small neighborhood. The larger issue that
I'd like to point out is that in the R-1 zone we have a problem with high
square-foot residences not having adequate parking spaces. In our
neighborhood, we've just encountered such a problem. There has been
some accommodation, but I think that you should be looking into that also,
to provide adequate off-street parking for such units. Our street is now
already overcrowded with single individuals living in single-family houses
and filling up the streets. Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Our next speaker is Rebecca Sanders,
followed by our final speaker, Jeff Levinsky.

to be

Rebecca Sanders: Good evening. I'm Rebecca Sanders aka Becky. I'm the
moderator of the Ventura Neighborhood Association, and I live at 369
Margarita Avenue in Palo Alto. Let's see. The Ventura Neighborhood
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Association is very concerned about housing for the community's most
vulnerable. We are enthusiastic about the idea of micro units and would
love to see a sensible pilot project to promote micro units, but this is not it.
Our principle objection is that when up-zoning is allowed, citizens don't know
what to expect. It's unfair. Also, it clearly benefits the developers who buy
a property zoned one way and bank on being treated to an up-zone to their
wealth. All the promises about preferences, who will police this? The Code
enforcement staff are already overrun and cannot manage the workload they
have. No disrespect intended. This is not a small town anymore, so it will
fall upon neighbors to tattle on each other. It's just gross. In Ventura,
we're waiting for relief for some Code enforcement issues on a bunch of
creepy shops that are on El Camino. We have been begging for some
attention to those and have had nothing, because the Code people are super
busy. Therefore, we urge you to say no to up-zoning the VTA parking lot.
We don't need more traffic, safety problems, pollution, developer giveaways,
monster buildings that are given Code exemptions in our neighborhood.
With all the developments under construction and in the pipeline in Cal. Ave.
and abutting neighborhoods, the collective impact has yet to be measured.
We do need a comprehensive solution to our housing solution, not this oneby-one spot zoning, piecemeal, disaster area. Please do your duty to rein in
these baby Godzillas by giving them a timeout. Thank you for your attention
this evening. I appreciate your service to our fair City.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. Final speaker is Jeff Levinsky.
Jeff Levinsky: Good evening, Mayor Burt and Council. I get to play cleanup
here. First of all, it's about 36 cars that are parked on that site right now.
We'd like to know where those cars are going to go if a building is on top. I
don't think a second layer down below would be enough to handle those
cars. That's one question. Another is a question about what happens if you
rent one of these apartments and then you become disabled and you need a
car to get around. Will you be kicked out of the apartment because of that?
That's unthinkable. I don't understand how the provision would work there.
If you look at the plans there, some of the ground-floor units have balconies
that face right onto Oregon Expressway. The fumes and such and health
problems of that seem pretty awful. Caltrain is full, if you haven't heard
lately. Handing out passes to Caltrain doesn't mean people are actually
going to get to take Caltrain. For all those reasons, it feels like an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) or something like that would need to
well precede anything like this project going forward at all. I think that
should be part of the discussion. As to pilot projects, let me point out that
we have TDMs and PCs right now that are not being enforced. I live right
next to one where they knocked down a historic building with a slap on the
wrist. They have a grocery store that's not operating, and this has been
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going on for about a year and a half now. Nothing has changed. If the City
is looking for a pilot project, how about enforcing all the promises that have
already been made to the public and not kept? Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Thank you. We'll now return to the Council. Because this is a
Study Session, we won't be having any votes. The Staff and the applicant
will be hearing general comments from members of the Council and attempt
to get a sense of our inclinations on that basis. Council Member Filseth.
Council Member Filseth: Thanks very much. Thanks very much to the
applicant for the cogent presentation and for all the speakers who came
here. I have comments about basically four things. I want to talk about the
60 micro units and then the PF free zoning and also the density up-zoning.
Then, I want to suggest a line of thinking about how the City—I think deed
restriction is going to be a big part of that. On the 60 micro units, I think
adding 60 small units to the City's housing stock seems generally
reasonable. Palo Alto's long-term housing growth is 0.6, 0.7 percent over
the last several decades, which amounts to a couple hundred units a year. I
think that would fit into this reasonably well. Also, a number of people have
pointed out that if you look at the proportion of small units in Palo Alto, it's
smaller than the proportion of small households in Palo Alto. Adding some
more small units generally seems reasonable too. Let's see. On the
location, definitely mixed feelings about that. I think a positive is it's near
jobs in Palo Alto, specifically the Research Park, which I think is great. I
think that makes a lot more sense than trying to put everything next to the
train station, where you'll get people that commute out of town. A negative
is that this is one of the most traffic congested areas in town. It's clearly
still going to add cars; otherwise, it wouldn't need any parking at all.
Somewhat mixed feelings on the location, but generally not an unreasonable
thing to think about. The parking issue is a huge issue, and I hope other
people will talk about that too. On the project itself, I think there are two
different aspects. One is the PF rezone, and the other is the density. PF is a
very special and unusual case. The zone Public Facility means it's dedicated
to uses of benefit to the community. Everything we want takes land. How
much time and discussion has this Council and Staff spent since the current
Council on where are we going to look for space for Public Safety Buildings
and parks and other public amenities and so forth. We just took up the
animal shelter last week. Most people think we're going to need a new
animal shelter at some point or other. Where it would go is still a huge
asterisk. On a PF piece of land is a reasonable thing to look at. I think it'd
be a good place for it. Yet, even as we all are aware of the stringency of
real estate in town, I think we actually may still continue to underestimate
the long-term value of land here even now. I think we should be very, very
cautious about rezoning PF land. It's a one-way thing. You never get it
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back. You never get more PF land, only less. If you rezone PF land, it can't
be used for community purposes again, and that releases a lot of value. We
need to be mindful of that as we scratch our head, looking for space on
things. Commercially zoned land is worth a lot more per square foot than
Public Facility land. Rezoning this PF property is instantly going to create a
lot of monetary value, potentially millions of dollars. I don't see why we—
Windy Hill seemed like good folks that want to work with us, but I don't see
why we should simply hand this value over to a developer. If we do rezone,
the City ought to get some of that value. We ought to share in that. I don't
think just having some more expensive housing in town is enough value in
itself. That's the PF. Let me talk about the density for a minute. There was
a question earlier about how much will the units rent for. Maybe I can help
with that. The going rate in this town for a 500-square-foot studio or onebedroom unit is currently about $2,000 to $2,500. If you had 60 of those at
an average rent of $2,000 a month, you'd have a free cash flow of about
$1.44 million, but of course that will grow every year because the rent
increases a few percent every year. If you compare that to the chart in the
Staff's—if you had CN zoning, in that case you'd have 20 units, probably
two-bedroom condos renting for $3,500 a month or so, which would add up
to $840,000. This project is going to collect almost twice as much money in
rent as a conventional zoning, even if you up-zoned it from PF. How much is
that actually worth? I think people should work that out on their own. You
figure the land costs a few million. The construction may be $25 million,
because that's what 441 Page Mill, which was approximately the same size,
was estimated. Maybe they can finance at around six percent per year.
Assume you raise the rent a few percent each year. I actually went back to
the model that Keyser and Marston used in the 441 Page Mill project.
I
think people ought to try it for themselves. This proposal looks to me like it
generates a real large amount of value. The up-zoning to R-130 in this case
is worth many more times than just the PF conversion itself. Over 50 years,
I'm guessing that after costs it clears $50 million to $100 million, but again I
think folks ought to work it out for themselves. I know they don't want to
do this, but if you just cashed out right away, I believe one-bedroom condos
in north Palo Alto are currently selling in the low $900,000s. If you had 60
of those, you do the arithmetic and if you wanted to get out right away. The
point of all this is that rezoning this property for high-density housing would
create a great deal of value. I don't know that we ought to rezone the PF for
all the previous reasons. If we are going to countenance rezoning a Public
Facility like this, then I think the City ought to share in that value. I want to
suggest a way to do that in terms of housing, since we're talking about
housing. There's been a lot of talk about affordability. I think there's a
chance here to actually do something about affordability. In my view and
not everybody agrees, our biggest housing problem is not finding space for
professionals who can afford to pay $2,000 a month for a studio. They can
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do this now if they look a little. I think the Vice Mayor eloquently described
it a month or so ago as they have to knock on a few more doors. I believe
our biggest problem is housing low and middle income people who can't pay
$2,000 a month for a one-bedroom, and that includes people like Windy Hill
mentioned, teachers, City Staff, first responders and so forth. These are
plus-one people who add extra value to our community just by being here.
If we had more of these community workforce people here, that would be
public value. That's not going to happen if these folks have to bid for their
housing against high-paid tech workers like the 6,500 that Facebook is going
to put in Menlo Park next door over the next couple of years. Tonight's just
a Study Session. It's Public Facility land. I think we ought to deed restrict
to City employees and School District employees. That would be community
workforce housing. Maybe that's not the exact mechanism, but it's simple.
We had a bunch of discussion about preferences and so forth earlier, and
that's all good too, but it seemed a little fluid to me. If you list it at $2,000
a month, you're not going to fill it up with teachers. If you can't find any
teachers after six months, then it's going to be engineers like I used to be a
lot of years ago. Maybe there's some other way, but it's got to have teeth in
it. You actually have to have lower rent than $2,000 a month in order for
this to work. Maybe it's not deed restrictions, maybe just some kind of
zoning mechanism. I actually do like this kind of mechanism. It's not a
blunt instrument, as blunt as rent control because you still have market
forces at work, just sort of a smaller market. This is the way that Stanford
housed a lot of its faculty. I think we ought to learn from that. Plus, by
definition, all these folks would be working in town, not commuting in or out
somewhere. In principle, it's an ideal group to use bikes or other forms of
non-automobile transit. I'm not sold we ought to be
going
around
converting Public Facility land to commercial uses. I think if we're serious
about community workforce housing, then eventually we're going to have to
pay for it. This is one way to do that. If we're entertaining rezoning Public
Facility land and up-zoning for density, then the public ought to get
compensated for it. I think we ought to give this kind of mechanism some
real consideration. As Neilson point out, if we can make a program like this
work here, then maybe we can replicate it other places. If we let this go by,
I think we're going to miss a real opportunity. If we don't go this direction,
if we just up-zone it and it goes on the market and so forth, I don't see that
it makes sense to change the Public Facility zoning. If we're willing to tackle
something like this, where there's real community benefit, then we ought to
consider it. Thanks.
Mayor Burt: I'd just like to pause and see if the City Attorney has any
guidance on the issues that Council Member Filseth raised. If we're going to
be having any follow-up discussion, we have that in the context of what's
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legally permissible and what happens when we have a site like this that was
Public Facility zoned, owned by the VTA and then what latitude do we have.
Ms. Silver: In terms of the rezoning issue, the Council needs to evaluate the
property in terms of are there any viable uses existing on the site. If there
are no viable uses, then the applicant does have a right to a rezoning
request. If there are other uses for the site, then there the Council has
broad discretion as to whether a rezoning is appropriate in this particular
case. As to the workforce housing, I think that could fall under one of the
scenarios that the pilot program is exploring. It would probably be in—we
would look at increasing the affordability component, the inclusionary
component of one of the proposals. I think it's within the realm. We would
want to know what your thoughts are as to how much of the housing should
be deed restricted or given a preference.
Mayor Burt: This site was sold from the VTA to a private party, I think, over
two years ago. Does that have any bearing on our latitude in terms of being
able to restrict it to a Public Facility at this time?
Ms. Silver: It's currently zoned Public Facility. There are some private uses
that can be developed under Public Facility zoning.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Can I follow-up on that?
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Mayor Burt: Go ahead.
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Vice Mayor Scharff: I just wanted to make sure it's clear in my mind. I
believe there are educational facilities allowed under Public Facility. Is that
correct? Aren't those private—you can do just public schools or is it private
educational facilities?
Ms. Gerhardt: Private schools and trade schools would be allowed with a
Conditional Use Permit.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Berman.
Council Member Berman: Thank you to the applicant and the folks from the
community who have spoken. Also, I want to thank the folks who emailed
and didn't necessarily come today. We had a handful more emails that were
opposed to the project, and then over 70 emails—I last checked a couple of
hours ago—in support of the project. I know those folks aren't here in the—
I'm sorry?
Male: (inaudible)
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Council Member Berman: Those aren't people who are here today, but I
want to make sure it's noted that there was a significant amount of public
support for the need for more housing. Let me ask a question of everyone
in the audience really quickly, five seconds. If you think we have a housing
shortage in Palo Alto, please raise your hand.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Berman, I don't want to do polling from
potential Council Members.
Council Member Berman: Got you. I wasn't counting. There's
one
guaranteed way that we won't get more housing in Palo Alto, and that's if we
kind of burden any proposal with totally unrealistic expectations. I get
concerned when those of us on the dais, myself included, that have—I have
zero experience in building housing anywhere—get our napkins out and start
doing calculations on the fly without actually consulting with people in the
housing industry to figure out whether or not any of those calculations are
realistic and actually applicable to the project. I also want to remind all of
us that this is just a Study Session. I'm sure if the applicant were to put
forth a proposal, we'd flesh out these numbers a lot more. I hope that we
do that. I hope that the feedback from the Council is that
there's
community need and support for additional housing at this site. That's what
the vast majority of us said a year and a half or two years ago when we
roundly rejected a proposal for commercial office space at this site. We
talked a lot about the—it's shockingly, strikingly clear that the applicant
listened and paid close attention to the Council's comments at that time,
because they've almost checked every box, I think, in the proposal of things
that Council Members brought up as ways that we could have additional
housing and create—yes, we do need to have zoning reforms that encourage
more units per acre, not less units per acre, and this type of thing. We don't
have that now, and I don't want to wait until that process is completed
before possibly approving this project and creating 60 units of desperately
needed housing. We talked about traffic concerns and the PF zone. It could
be parks; it could be medical; it could be schools. I don't know, but I
believe that all of those uses have higher traffic impacts than housing.
That's something that can come up as the conversation continues on this
site. The reason I asked my timing question—the fact that this project
wouldn't be built for 2 1/2 years—is the way that we get around in society is
changing every couple of months. The City Council is looking at additional
solutions, including expanding our shuttle system and others, to really
incentivize people to get out of their car or not even need a car and be able
to bike or take a motorized bike or walk or take Caltrain. Some people have
mentioned Caltrain is full. This project wouldn't be completed until
electrification would be completed soon thereafter. That's going to
dramatically increase the capacity on Caltrain to make it more of a viable
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option. I didn't think we'd see this. I remember the commercial proposal
that we had. I talked with those folks, the Pollack group, afterwards. They
said, "We can't do commercial. We'll build a hotel. We've crunched the
numbers, and a hotel is the only viable thing that we can build there. We
looked at housing, but it just doesn't work." Maybe a year later, I kind of
got wind of this housing proposal, and it took me by surprise, because I'd
kind of given up on that. I think that this is a perfect place for housing. I
support ground-floor retail as well, but I don't know that it's necessary at
this location. I think that'll increase traffic. I don't know that it'll be very
successful. Frankly, my number one priority over retail, over office space is
housing. If it's something that's going to reduce the number of units on the
site for retail in a non-ideal location, I don't think that's necessary for me.
That's definitely not necessary to get my support for the project. The issue
of open space has come up, and open space is important. I'd argue that the
need for housing is greater than the need for balconies. I would encourage
the applicant to look at creating some sort of community garden. My
girlfriend lives in a studio apartment in San Francisco. I think the units are
500 to 600 square feet per. They don't have balconies, but there's a
community garden in the back. They all have their own little plants that
they want, and they have a grill back there. That's an area where they get
together on Sunday afternoons and evenings. Being more efficient with our
space—I think if you have a good-sized community garden area as opposed
to small, individual balconies—I have a balcony where I live. I actually have
two. I never use them. Why? Because I'm never home. I don't think we
can deed restrict—I think Winter brought up legitimate concerns about how
we move forward on deed restricting these units. A large number of people
who live there will be millennials that are working very hard. I love having
windows, but I don't need the balcony. If there were a community garden
area, that could be a place that I'd go hang out. I'm not a stickler ...
Mayor Burt: If you were home.
Council Member Berman: If I were home, exactly. I'm not a stickler for that
requirement. You guys have offered up—this is all still in the proposal at the
preliminary stages. You clearly have thought out the TDM issues. That
definitely comes across. Staff is working on ways that we can make sure
that we're enforcing those requirements as well. The Mayor brought up
examples where sites like this don't need one parking space per unit. I
realize that that's what we've historically done, but the way people live is
changing. That's just no longer needed. I think what we need is the
housing units more than the parking spaces. Those are just a couple of my
thoughts. Obviously none of this is final. None of this is fully baked. I love
the idea of getting 60 units on this site. I don't think that it's under-parked
in terms of how it will actually be used in reality for the people who live
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there. We do need housing of all types. I'm the liaison to the Palo Alto
Housing this year. I've asked Staff, and I think we're scheduling, I hope,
soon, like early October, a Study Session with Palo Alto Housing to talk
about affordable housing. This isn't meant to be affordable housing. This is
a private owner of the land that wants to build market rate housing. We
need housing of all types if we're going to start to lessen the increases that
are happening every year and the cost of housing. I don't know that
housing costs will ever go down in Palo Alto, but maybe they won't go up as
much. This is a part of the overall solution. We shouldn't burden this
project with the need to solve our entire housing problem across all of Palo
Alto. Let's take it as a great opportunity to build 60 units of studio and onebedroom housing in a location that makes sense.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Schmid.
Council Member Schmid: Thanks for the ideas, the proposals. They raise
for Palo Alto a critical issue, how do we deal with the housing need, in a
provocative way. As a number of speakers said, this is being done with one
project. You're asking us really to comment on Comp Plan issues, land use
issues, zoning issues, all of which have wider impacts based on a single
project. I guess that worries me. I think denser housing opportunities in
the City is a good thing. It makes sense. We need to identify how many,
where, how much, critical questions. We also need to be aware—this is what
the Comp Plan should bring us—of how does it change our community. I
guess I'm mystified why this is coming before we've talked about the land
use on our Comp Plan. I was looking back at our earlier schedules. It was
scheduled for June 6th. It would be very appropriate if we had that
discussion before this proposal came up, but we haven't. We have to talk
about our community and our land use in terms of a single project. How
would this project contribute to the community? What community do we
want? I know when I think about Palo Alto I think of it as a special place.
It's the heart of Silicon Valley. How did it get to be that way? If you look
back at the history of how it evolved over the last 50, 60 years, it evolved in
a community in a unique way, a community that valued mobility. Palo Alto
has twice the job change of experienced workers compared to other
communities in the U.S. Job options are important. They're important not
just for people in their 20s, but they are important for people in their 30s
and 40s and 50s and 60s. Talented, experienced people are mobile and
bring ideas to new places. Innovation comes from that. It doesn't come as
much from big cities where people are in dense communities, but in an
open, mobile community. One question is we want to take one example of
small, what are being called micro units. Great for young, dependent
workers. Harder when they get experienced and talented and want to have
families or maybe changes jobs if there are two people sharing an apartment
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and they have two jobs. Within a few years, it'll be four jobs. How do you
make those contacts, keep them alive? We've targeted one project and one
segment of our community, but will it be dangerous for the wider
community? Looking at our Comp Plan materials that we have, it is striking
the discrepancy between the City's demographic forecast and the school's
demographic forecast. If you've ever looked at it, the school projects that
the school-age population will grow 0.2 percent per year. Palo Alto's ...
Mayor Burt: Council Member Schmid, I think we need to be more focused
on the matter before us. I appreciate that you consider it in a very broad
context, but Staff has asked that the framing of this Study Session be
around specific things. Can you focus your comments on that?
Council Member Schmid: I appreciate your comments, and I'm saying that I
think you have to vote on this project with the land use and zoning in mind.
Mayor Burt: We're not voting on this project tonight, Council Member
Schmid.
Council Member Schmid: We are giving advice. When you plan the project,
think about the project. You have to think about the community it's in, the
parking, the lack of cars. You're taking mobility away from the community.
If this is used as a significant example of other projects in town, how far do
we want to go? How many projects like this before we change the
community? Palo Alto has a ratio, 24 percent of households have children.
In San Francisco and many other central cities around the country, that ratio
is 11 or 12 percent. This project would lower our ratio, bring it down from
what it has been traditionally. The question is in this project would it be
more beneficial if you used denser housing to have a greater variety and
opportunities within that area. When we think about this project or the Cal.
Ave. area, don't we want a greater diversity of opportunities for housing in
that area? Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Holman.
Council Member Holman: Thank you. I appreciate what the applicant is
trying to accomplish. I appreciate some of the thoughts behind what you
put into this. Also appreciate the commitments to some very creative TDM
measures that, I think, would apply to a project like this or a number of
other projects. It's not all bad news. My concerns actually are—they're
around several things. One is that we do have a housing problem here. It's
not our only problem, though, and our only concern, though. When we have
a project here or there or anywhere that is so drastically and dramatically
different from what the zoning allows, it hasn't had any vetting in the
community, no analysis. For me, a project like—let's just pretend that this
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project gets enough indication from Council saying go forth. It's a PC, and I
can't imagine that it's anything but a PC. Here's why. It's a one-off. No
way in the world should, in my opinion, the Council support
without
adequate vetting in the Comp Plan and with any kind of zoning
considerations the micro housing combining district overlay be established
on the basis of one project. That would mean it would apply anywhere that
we applied that, without any kind of study or vetting. No way do I think we
should apply consideration for a one-off project to modify the PTOD
combining district, because then it would apply to the whole PTOD district
without any kind of vetting or study of what the impacts would be and what
the viability is of this kind of project. A pilot project in the PF zone, it's so
disparate from what the PF zone uses are that I don't see how that could
happen. It is that there is not a density requirement in the RT-50 of SOFA.
That was done very thoughtfully and carefully. It is also a 1.5
FAR
maximum, so that's also a difference. It also has a higher parking
requirement. That's also very close to transit, so that was considered at the
time. If we were going to look at SOFA right now, I might update the
parking requirements somewhat, but that is what it is. The lowest parking
requirement there is one parking space for a studio. There's not a BMR
housing requirement that's being required of this project or being offered in
this project. The permit parking in the neighborhood, which I appreciate the
applicant is willing to participate in, who pays for that RPP? It's not an
inexpensive gesture. Someone has to pay for it. I do think that this site
should have retail on the ground floor on the El Camino side. Otherwise, it's
a dead corner; it's just an absolute dead corner. We have retail across the
way from it on the south side of Page Mill, and it works very well. The
project also, because of its size and scale, violates many aspects of the
South El Camino Design Guidelines and the El Camino Grand Boulevard
Design Guidelines as well in terms of setbacks and step-backs. I actually
would be—the smaller units are something we need. To help satisfy some of
the density issues with something like this, a mix of at least some of the unit
sizes would be a better outcome. The comment was made earlier about
open space. I agree that having balconies on Page Mill is not ideal. That
means also this is the best place for housing. It's a very congested
intersection, which means there's a lot of air issues here at least to this point
in time. They're not going to change in the next, I'd say, 20 years probably
before we become more fuel-free cars, if you will. It doesn't mean that
people shouldn't have open space on the back side of the project or
someplace where it's more protected. I don't think it's—I won't go into the
soccer fields location at this point in time. I've said many times we need to
be housing people, but not warehousing people. My viewpoint has been for
many years if people don't have adequate open space, we're warehousing
people. Everybody at whatever income level, whatever age, whatever rent
they're paying deserve a reasonable quality of life. Open space for me is
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one of the major quality of life determinants. Just having to do with the
mass, scale and design, like I said, housing is one of our needs, but it's not
our only need. This needs to be designed with the care that it's compatible
and satisfies our other design requirements. We had a requirement for a
water reservoir, but we took the care and spent the money to make sure
that it was designed well. It was a great project, and it is a great project. A
project on such a prominent corner as this needs to be a great project. At
this point in time—I know this is early. I know this is just a prescreening
just to give comments about what direction and directions, from my
perspective, this should go. Those kind of encapsulate my comments.
Thank you.
Mayor Burt: Vice Mayor Scharff.
Vice Mayor Scharff: Thank you. A whole bunch of different things. First of
all, I guess I wanted to say on the current zoning. Whereas, I don't share
Council Member Filseth's beliefs on that; I do believe, though, that we have
a right to keep it as Public Facility because of the educational use. We just—
was it last Council meeting or two Council meetings ago—changed the
zoning or said we would consider changing the zoning to educational use for
two retail parcels because there's a shortage of places for schools. It's clear
to me, at least in my mind—obviously we want to get legal counsel's opinion
on it. I believe we could keep the zoning exactly the way it is, if we wanted
to. I don't believe we have any duty to change it or any reason to. With
that said, I was really skeptical of this project, I would say. It violates all
the principles that I typically support, which would be ground-floor retail,
projects that are fully parked, projects that don't add to traffic and
congestion, all of that. The developer here has been really forthright and
really willing to think outside the box to make this work. For me, I'm really
interested in seeing if we could have a project, which doesn't have traffic
and congestion. For me, this project works with 45 parking spaces instead
of 109 or something like that if we have deed restrictions that say you can't
own cars or something similar to that. I'm not interested in this if it's not
going to really work. If we really do have, frankly, straight-out deed
restriction, a deed restriction on the entire project that says no more than X
number of units may have a car and we have ways to enforce that, if that
happens, then I would support this. I think it's out of the box. I think it
could be a great pilot project. For me, the devil's in the details about how
we actually enforce no cars or 50 percent of the people would basically have
cars under this, in my view. Given that it's 45 parking spaces, it's about 50
percent of the parking. That's the direction I would give to the developer.
Come back with a proposal that's robust and says there won't be any cars
more than the parking spaces, so it won't include parking. If you had that
less parking, then I would assume this would create not very much traffic
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because there wouldn't be a lot of cars. Without traffic issues and without
parking issues, I think this is a great project. The other thing I think it does
is it could improve traffic congestion because it's doing the right-hand turn
right there on Page Mill. I think that's a real net positive. I'm really only
also interested in this project if we do an Option 1, which is the pilot project
in the PF zone. I don't want to go out and rezone a bunch of areas of Palo
Alto. I'd be interested in doing this project as a pilot, seeing how we could
control this. I was also really heartened when the developer said he was
interested in having real teeth in a TDM program. That also
meant
something to me, if he's willing to accept fines and that kind of stuff. That
means he really believes in it. If he really believes in it, then I'm willing to
take a flyer on it. I also thought the concept of a rooftop park could be
really nice, if you want to have gardens or parks or whatever. I understand
it's a cost issue, but I think it goes to some of the open space issue. The
other thing I wanted to bring up is I also did appreciate the developer
focusing on the ground-floor retail issue and having a bike shop there. I
thought that also goes with the TDM project nicely, focusing on bikes. I
actually thought that was really thoughtful, and I appreciated that. I did
have some concerns about the El Camino Real Guidelines. Staff highlighted
that the project doesn't meet it. We have a big garage up there on El
Camino. I'm not sure what the solution to that is, but that obviously is an
issue, having a big garage that faces it without—on a prominent corner like
that, what we were thinking about the El Camino Real Guidelines. I did
think a little bit that tonight we're talking about other guidelines and how
seriously do we take these guidelines and how important are they. That's
just something, I think, I'd put out there that we should think about.
Overall, I would like to see this project move forward. I would be very
interested to see how the developer goes ahead and solves the parking and
traffic issues we've discussed.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Kniss.
Council Member Kniss: Again, thanks to the developer. You listened clearly,
came back. I know that the CAC has discussed this extensively as well. Just
a couple of reflections. We've had some long conversations about this
tonight. I'm going to make this a little shorter. One of the things we did in
the spring—looking at the Mayor, he wanted to find out whether or not a
transportation tax would fly in this community. In April, we did a pretty
extensive survey of the community about a variety of things. Their first
concern literally was the cost of housing. Three out of four people who
answered that poll said the cost of housing was an issue in this community,
including cost and of course availability. It's the lack of availability that's an
issue. Two or three other things. Tom DuBois and I were talking about cars
the other day. Tom convinced me that cars are on their way out, that we
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are going to have self-driving cars, we will have a different system probably
within 5 to 10 years. We're also hearing this project wouldn't be done for
another probably three to four years, if ever. Cars changing the way they
operate. We may not all have a self-driving car, but we will easily have
access to Scoop and Lyft and a whole variety of other ways that are new to
us. Most of us didn't take Uber four years ago; there was no way. A couple
of other thoughts. I actually was on VTA when we sold this property. It was
initially five years ago, and then four years ago. I remember it very well. I
don't think it's ever been anything other than a parking lot, but I wanted to
ask if anyone else could remember that far back. Usually the only one that
can remember is Bob Moss.
Council Member Holman: There used to be a little eating place there.
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Council Member Holman: There used to be a little eating place there long
ago, probably in the '80s.
Council Member Kniss: That I don't remember. Clearly this has been a
parking lot for a long period of time. I would have to say, to the person who
was interested in the parking there, I don't think that the owner, whomever
that might be, must keep a parking lot there. It's currently used pretty
casually and very often by the soccer players who are across the street. A
couple of thoughts. This is one of those "don't throw out the baby with the
bath water" yet, because I think this has some real promise but needs to be
far more affordable. We are really talking about affordable in
our
community. The Vice Mayor's comments regarding can you actually enforce
some kind of limitation on those who live in the building is really a good
question. That's one that I would want answered. As far as retail, there is
some retail across the street, but the retail across the street has parking.
I've often gone to that retail. On the far side of the street, there is Palo Alto
Square. Across the street is soccer. Next door to this on either side are
multi-unit dwellings, one being Sunrise, the other being, I think, some other
housing right next door to it. We've said several times housing should be on
this site. The question is what can we determine should be on the site and
what would come forward that would get five votes. That's really where we
are at this point. I'm delighted it's come forward. I'm still convinced there
should be housing there. I'm not sure exactly how we get to the yes point.
Those are my comments.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Wolbach.
Council Member Wolbach: When we saw a prescreening for this site last
year, as I think a couple of other people have mentioned, I was certainly one
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of those who said I don't like the fact that it worsens our jobs/housing
imbalance, and what I'd love to see there is a lot of housing. I'd even be
open to a car-free or car-lite site. That implied that I'd be open to a project
where there was parking for visitors, maybe people who work for the
property, contractors. That's about it. This actually has a lot more parking
than what I would envision as a true pilot, car-lite, car-free project. I would
call this a compromise. The units are not micro units. They are smaller
units. We talked about this earlier during the question and answer and the
presentation. These are actually about double the size of true micro units,
which can be as small as 250 square feet. These are no smaller than 500
square feet per unit. Again, it's a compromise. It's a step in a different
direction for Palo Alto. As Mayor Burt pointed out earlier, this is something
we've done historically in the past, projects kind of like this. For example,
the President Hotel. It is a divergence from what we've done in recent
memory. It's quite a divergence. A number of times over the last year or
two as we've talked about our Comprehensive Plan, as we've talked about
the housing crisis and the housing challenges in Palo Alto and in the region,
a number of us on Council, not just when this site came forward for its
previous prescreening but a number of times, we've talked about wanting to
see or at least explore maybe a site where we get rid of the unit cap but
maintain our height limit, maintain our FAR limits that are at least
reasonable. Maybe have some reduced parking requirement and maybe find
a way to have some teeth so that we could actually restrict the ability of
people or strongly discourage them such that on average people would not
need as many cars for the project. I appreciate that this project tries to
move us in that direction. This actually gives us an opportunity to—if this
does move forward, if the applicant does move forward with an application,
that will provide an opportunity for us to direct City Planning Staff, City
Attorney Staff, etc., to start asking some really tough questions. What can
we do? What legally are we allowed to do? Until we have some projects to
start really looking at those questions around, given how much we've been
talking about it and haven't made progress yet, I'm not convinced we're
ever going to really get the answers to those questions unless we move
forward with something. I actually do hope that the applicant does move
forward with an application, so we can start picking apart these tough
questions. There have been a number of things raised that I do want to
address and a couple of things I had mentioned earlier as questions. I'll just
say them now as statements. If there is an effort to prioritize in some way
certain segments of the community, I would like to see seniors included in
that list potentially Seniors on average, not always. A lot of them do like to
drive and still work very hard and are not retired of course. A lot of seniors
don't drive as much or have a more flexible schedule and don't need to try
at rush hour and so don't contribute to peak traffic impacts. That's really
one of the issues right around the Page Mill/El Camino intersection, which is
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I think the worst in Palo Alto. I do like the addition of a right-hand turn
lane. Certainly as car queue heading south on Page Mill across El Camino,
they do tend to back up. Because they slow down to make that right-hand
turn, sometimes people behind them who are trying to go straight don't get
a chance to clear out of the intersection. They have to wait there for
another cycle of the light, and that can be a long light. I think that would
probably be a real help. As I mentioned before, I'm a motorcycle rider
myself. Yes, I do also sometimes drive, about 50/50. I would like to see
some kind of options for scooters or motorcycle riders to have parking there.
Just brainstorming here. Maybe when people apply to look at the building,
ask them, "Do you want a parking space for a car or do you want a parking
space for a motorbike." If you get three or four people who say their
(inaudible) space for their motorbike, then you can maybe restripe one of
the parking spaces to be motorbike parking. Again, just brainstorming here.
I'll let you guys figure that out; just encouraging you to think about the
options around that. In addressing the housing crisis, the housing issues,
the housing challenges, however you want to phrase it, most people
recognize we don't have a lot of studios and one-bedrooms in Palo Alto. We
need them. I think the first person to point this out to me was former
Planning Commissioner Arthur Keller a couple of years ago at an Our Palo
Alto meeting. He was giving me the stats on how many studios and onebedrooms has and what our need really is. Once they get to the point of
recognizing there's an overall supply and demand issue and it's particularly
acute around studios and one-bedrooms, then the question inevitably is how
do you actually get them built. How do you force the developer to build
studios and one-bedrooms when they just seem to want to build big, luxury
penthouses? As far as I can see it, there are at least three big impediments.
Those are, as I seem them, our low unit maximums with 40 units per acre
as our highest maximum generally; our high parking requirements which
makes units very expensive, and it's per unit. If you have fewer big, luxury
units, you don't have to provide as much parking, and then it's cheaper for
the developer. If you provide a lot of units and you have to build 1 or 1.5
parking spaces per unit for thousands or tens of thousands of dollars apiece,
it's less of an incentive. Usually people don't do that; it doesn't pencil out.
The other third biggest impediment I see is our slow and strict and
sometimes subjective approval process. If we do actually want to see
smaller units, studios, one-bedrooms built in Palo Alto, I think we're going to
have to realize that those three impediments exist, and we're going to have
to be flexible once in a while or across the board. As far as the question
about how much do these cost, Council Member Filseth was estimating that
they would probably run 2,000 to 2,500 per unit. Even if that's not very low
income housing, there are 60 people out there who need that. If they can
move in there, that's 60 units less pressure on the rest of the market to help
others. One project is not going to solve the rest of the issue, but we hear a
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lot of talk about collective impacts, cumulative impacts. We hear it talked
about as a negative. Every project adds potentially cumulative impact on
things in Palo Alto. Adding 60 units of housing, that's a cumulative positive
impact on our housing crisis. The questions was raise, I think, by Council
Member Holman about vetting in the community and making sure that we
have some vetting. That's exactly what we're starting tonight. We've heard
a lot of community input. I know we'll hear about this. As for the question
of whether this is a PC, if this is a one-off, I'll be honest. I think a lot of us
would like to see small units and micro units more broadly across Downtown
and in the Cal. Ave. areas, but we recognize that a lot of others on this
Council and in the community—I'll wrap this up shortly—a lot of others
aren't ready for that. We're willing to compromise and say, "You know
what? Let's try one." We've been asking for a pilot, and I'm glad somebody
heard us and brought something forward. If anyone thinks it's inappropriate
to do this as a one-off and they want to make a Motion that we do this very
broadly, I'd be happy to hear that Motion, but I don't think we're going to
hear it tonight. In fact, I'm going to be following Vice Mayor Scharff's idea
that we go for one of the more limited suggestions here.
Mayor Burt: We won't be having any Motions tonight under
Session.

a

Study

Council Member Wolbach: Right, I know. I mean when this comes back or
in the future. One more thing I do want to address is there's this idea that I
heard raised about warehousing people if it's not the kind of unit that you
want to live in. I do think it's important to recognize that we all make this
mistake every once in a while of thinking, "If I want something, that's the
best thing for everyone else." I think it's important for us to realize that
that's why you need diversity in the market. Not everybody wants the same
thing or they might not even want the same thing at every stage in their life.
It's important to have those options out there. That's what Palo Alto
currently lacks, that range of diversity in housing options. This would fill
that need, and that's why I'm largely supportive of the project.
There's
been a great deal of discussion tonight and I agree that the devil's in the
details. If and when an application comes forward, we'll be looking very
closely at where the teeth are in the TDM measures in particular.
Mayor Burt: Council Member DuBois.
Council Member DuBois: I know it's late, so I'll try to brief. I see a lot of
people here for the next item. I too want to thank the applicant. I think it
was really great to see some interesting ideas. I think the thing we're
struggling with is how do we do innovation and marry that with experience.
Again, it's kind of an unproven idea. I think there are a lot of new ideas
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here. I think we should try some of them. To me the question is which
ideas, to what degree, and in what location. We need to be really prepared
to enforce some of these limits as you've offered. I think we need to figure
out how we would actually do that. I do think some of the ideas were
maybe a little overly aggressive. Again, I'd love to see some proof points.
There is a question of appropriate zoning or rezoning. I really think that's
where we need to start. We did put PC zoning on hold. This feels like a PC
zone. I don't think we want to spot zone. To me this has kind of turned into
rather than friends with benefits, kind of a PC without benefits. We're
getting the PC zone without declaring a public benefit. Again, we saw this
about a year ago, the last time it came here. At that time, when you look at
the surrounding properties, there's a of basically CN zones around it. There
are some PCs. If go back, those were CN zones before they became PCs. At
least from my perspective, I thought were clear that a CN zone would fit the
context of the site. The PF zone does allow some interesting uses, maybe a
school. I think medical outpatient could be interesting with the assisted
living next door. To my mind, either PF or CN zone. I think we should really
focus on projects that fit that kind of building envelope. If we're going to
talk about micro units, I think we're talking about the outer size of the
envelope. I'd also like to point out the PAN letter, I thought, made a good
point about spot zoning, which creates a lot of uncertainty. Neighbors no
longer know what to expect. It kind of erodes trust. I think we need to be
careful about how we do a one-off project. This is one of the worst
intersections in the City, so traffic is an issue. We have yet to have a Cityenforceable TDM. For me, I would like to see more parking. Our
Transportation Element, which came to us but we didn't have time to
discuss, I think it said about 95 percent of the people own at least one car.
That may be changing, but again it's how do we do it in a way that we don't
overload those streets that are already over-parked. We are at the end of
the day being asked to significantly upzone the property to RM-100-plus or
whatever it is. I don't see the benefit the City gets from doing that. With
regards to the Staff options, I didn't really find any of the ones listed
particularly attractive. I would support maybe a creative proposal under a
CN building envelope with restrictions of 40 feet high, a 1.0 FAR. I'm not
really supportive of the project as it’s currently described.
Mayor Burt: Council Member Filseth. Okay. I'll make some final comments.
First, when we did have the commercial project for this site come to the
Council, we had strong Council support for a housing project. I think that
answers one of the questions on Council Member DuBois' concern. If it was
going to be commercial, we had said that we thought CN was more
appropriate. We gave two comments. This isn't a commercial alternative;
this is something that we actually, my recollection, said was our preference
among the two. This is a new kind of development model for our City.
We
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do have a precedent at Alma Place. It is different in that it's micro units for
low income workers, but it also has similarities. These types of projects
have been going in, in other cities. This is a future trend. One of my real
concerns is that, as a number of colleagues have alluded to, we have
actually a transformation that's occurring in transportation. We're at the
early stage of probably the biggest transformation in transportation in over
50 years. It's through a series of measures. Most of us haven't really
witnessed it yet, so we don't really trust it. We don't really believe in it, but
it's happening. We just had last Friday Ford Motor Company announce two
acquisitions, a bike share program and a shared shuttle system. Ford Motor
Company says they're not any longer basically purely a car company.
They're a mobility company. They are looking at autonomous shared
vehicles, shared bikes. They're going into electric bikes. This is Ford. If
we're skeptical about these changes because we really haven't seen all these
happen yet, that's understandable. We have to do a better job as a City to
be able to demonstrate where these things are headed and help our
community believe that they're real. The good thing about this project is it's
not being proposed on faith. These measures on the Transportation Demand
Management programs and the prospective deed restrictions, which are
about vicinity of where you may work for a certain percentage of
employees—I heard about a preference for City employees. These are not
discriminatory in the ways that we prohibit. My understanding is they're not
for all units. It's for a certain percentage of the units. You put all those
things together and the mandates on the Transportation Demand
Management program, and what we actually get is something that not only
helps incentivize the right sort of more obtainable housing but it reduces the
traffic impacts. When one of my colleagues says that they see a traffic
problem at this intersection and what they'd like to see is more parking on
the project, that necessarily means higher traffic from this project if we have
more parking and less in these TDM measures that reduce the trips. It was
pointed out that Caltrain is moving forward with their $2 billion
electrification, which is scheduled to come online in 2020, 2011. That's not
very far apart. That will be transformative for the Cal. Ave. station. Right
now, the Cal. Ave. station has bad service and infrequent service.
The
entire Caltrain system will go up, more than double in its capacity. Cal. Ave.
will have about triple or more the number of train stops. The whole system
will operate more efficiently and be more attractive. That's a backbone
system for our transportation. It's not the totality; we have all of the other
elements that are occurring in what we're going to see in transportation in
the coming years. Council Member Holman talked about concern about air
pollution at this location. We've already addressed and we see the trends
that the conversion to clean, electric vehicles powered by 100 percent
carbon free energy in Palo Alto is not 20 years away. We're having largescale changes in that right now, that are escalating each year. These
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changes are happening much faster than many of us have realized. I also
just want to have us step back in this context of whether we're warehousing.
We do have locations like our grand President Hotel in Downtown Palo Alto.
That's a very high-density, small-unit development that's been there for
what, 80-plus years, 90 years? I'm not sure what the date is of that. It
shows that it's not a strange new concept that we would allow smaller units
responding to people who want small units. These developers aren't fools.
They are not offering to develop units at this size without a strong belief that
there is demand for those units. When they say that they are willing to
accept the restrictions that they described, that's because they are
convinced, that they are willing to put their money on the table, millions of
dollars, that they have demand from tenants who, a certain percentage of
them, are not going to want to own a car. They're going to own the
consequences of something like that. I do think this is a challenge for
whether we as a Council and as a community can be forward looking and
actually recognize that there are changes occurring and not all of them are
bad. Some of them are really progressive in what's happening in
transportation. I don't think this is a great site for retail. I do believe that
design and quality of construction is very important. When we look at this in
the context, the surrounding buildings are comparable in scale to what this
is. This one has to be of a high quality design. We'll have that go through
our process. I think that's critical. I think that all of these considerations in
aggregate make us say that this project responds to not only what we asked
for when we had an office proposal here, but it's also what we've been
talking about as a new model that we wanted to look at for our Downtown
areas and perhaps some areas along El Camino. We can sit in this
unproductive pattern of saying we won't allow projects like this because we
don't have any examples of projects like this being successful in our
community. How does that pattern ever get broken? I think that it's
reasonable even though this is not a project that's being proposed based on
faith that these elements will work, but its binding agreements. I still think
it's going to be important for the community to see how these work
successfully as we look at zoning patterns to do things like this more
broadly. I think we have to figure out a way to go forward, whether this
comes back as Staff recommended as a pilot project in the PF zone or
whether it gets discussed. In parallel the Citizens Committee on the Comp
Plan begins to formulate the sorts of programs that would put this kind of
zoning in certain places in the City where we have walkable, services and a
whole series of transit offerings. Remember this is on El Camino where our
VTA 522 and 22 bus systems pass minutes apart. It is a widely used bus
system within a short distance of Caltrain, with the Marguerite system going
up to the Research Park. We who live in neighborhoods don't necessarily
realize how well served this is by transit. We project these things and we
say things frankly somewhat out of ignorance sometimes, because we
just
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aren't aware of how well served this particular area is even today on transit.
I want to see a project come with these aggressive Transportation Demand
Management programs, that it have strong monitoring, strong enforcement
and strong consequences if they aren't achieved, and then whether we have
the sort of success that would be designed into this. I frankly think that the
developers are proposing to put their money where their mouth is, that
they'll own the consequences of this. I look forward to seeing this refined. I
think there's a lot of work still to be done to flesh out details. This is not
just a blind blanket support; it's a prescreening that gives a sense of
direction. I think the applicants have heard a mixture of comments from the
Council. They'll have their challenges before them to address
those
concerns. I think that concludes this item. Thank you all very much for
participating. This will go through—if the applicants elect to go forward with
an actual project, it'll go through our entire consideration process, through
the Planning and Transportation Commission and the Architectural Review
Board. This is only a first step. Thank you. Why don't we take a quick
break at this time.
Council took a break from 9:02 P.M. to 9:07 P.M.

MEMORANDUM

To: Claire Hodgkins - Associate Planner, City of Palo Alto
From: Tod Spieker - Windy Hill Property Ventures

Date: June 6, 2017

RE: 2755 El Camino Real - Transportation Demand Measures (TDM)
We are currently preparing a comprehensive TDM plan for our proposed
residential development at 2755 El Camino Real. As we continue to refine the
plan, we are finding that we are able affect a substantial reduction in vehicle trips
and parking demand with the implementation of the measures listed below. These
measures will be integrated into the project and take advantage of the nearby
amenities (retail and restaurant uses), employment centers and the extensive
transportation network in the area, including Caltrain, VTA bus service,
employment center shuttles and bicycle facilities.
The project includes the following measures:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Caltrain Go Pass - Provide unlimited Caltrain rides for all residents.
VTA EcoPass - Provide unlimited VTA bus rides for all residents.
Reduced Parking Supply – A parking supply that meets the parking demand
of the tenants without providing excess parking that encourages vehicle
ownership and additional vehicle trips.
Unbundled Parking - Pricing separately for all parking makes the rent more
affordable to those who do not want a car while placing a premium on those
who want guaranteed parking in a transit-oriented environment.
Bicycle Parking – The project includes secure and easily accessible bicycle
parking
Bicycle Kitchen – A workspace provided for tenants to repair their bicycles.
Carpool Ride-Matching Services- Tenant ride-matching services allows
residents to easily be paired with potential carpool partners.

•
•

•

Information Boards/Kiosks - TDM information boards, kiosk, and
hotline/online access to transportation information and coordinators.
Promotional Programs - Promotion and organization of events for the
following programs: new tenant orientation packets on transportation
alternatives; flyers, posters, brochures, and emails on commute
alternatives; transportation fairs; Bike to Work Day, Spare the Air;
Rideshare Week; trip planning assistance routes and maps.
On-site Transportation Coordinator - On-site property management staff
will provide a welcome package for new tenants, distribute Go Passes and
other memberships, and additional information.

September 12 Agenda Item 2
Concerns Regarding the 2755 El Camino Real Proposal
September 8, 2016
Dear City Councilmembers, City Manager Keene, and Director of Planning and Community
Environment Gitelman:
We are concerned by many issues surrounding the proposed project at 2755 El Camino Real and
hope you’ll discuss these at your study session on Monday. Specifically:
Zoning Issues


The project calls for “Another Zoning District” because Palo Alto has no zoning designation that
allows such density. Putting 60 housing units on the 19,563 square foot site works out to
approximately 134 units per acre. Given that 40 units per acre is our maximum in general, this
would more than triple that and thus create an extraordinary change in Palo Alto zoning practice.



Because this proposal requires upzoning and spot zoning, it is basically PC zoning under a
different plan. At least with PC zoning, you know precisely what you are getting. With this inventa-zone approach, you don't.



RM-40 has a maximum FAR (Floor Area Ratio) of 1.0. This project is proposing double that.



RM-40 projects require 50 square feet of private open space per unit. Yet the plans do not show
such space for all units.



Will the owners be able to apply for the state density bonuses as well, creating an even denser,
under-parked configuration?



What will rents be for these units? The premise is that micro-units will create lower-cost housing,
but what guarantee does the city have once it approves a zone change? No pro-forma financial
information accompanies the proposal.

Parking/Traffic Issues


The building is massively under-parked. Assuming the higher cited requirement of 102 parking
spaces, the proposal would likely put 57 (102 minus 45) cars into an already crowded
neighborhood. That is unacceptable.



The staff report mentions parking reductions might be possible via a TDM, but does not explain
how that makes sense. Consider that:
o

No independent study has ever shown a TDM in Palo Alto works.

o

Palo Alto has no enforcement of TDMs.

o

A study of residents of Palo Alto Central, which is even nearer to the train, shows that 85% still
commute by car.

o

TDMs offer shuttles, GoPasses, bikes, and such to encourage people not to commute by car
but do not try to reduce car ownership. Given that the proposed building is massively
underparked, a successful TDM for its residents would mean that more of their cars would not
be used to commute but instead remain in neighborhood parking spaces during workdays.
Why should that merit a parking requirement reduction? It instead would be a parking
disaster.



Director of Planning and Community Environment Gitelman has acknowledged that increasing
housing creates more traffic. Why put more traffic at such a busy intersection?

Public Trust


This kind of up/spot zoning means neighbors can no longer know what will be next to them.
That’s unfair and not good planning.



Spot zoning harms the city as a whole. When a developer and a bare majority of councilmembers
can rezone a property to be worth millions of dollars more, confidence in our city government
erodes.



Many are skeptical of the practice of rezoning for one use and then substituting another, such as
the Ming's Restaurant site that was rezoned for a hotel but was then changed to a Mercedes
dealership.

This project is NOT really about micro-units. They’re already allowed in RM-40 zoning and mixed-use
projects, as well as ADUs. Ultimately, it's about under-parked residences and allowing residential
buildings to exceed 1.0 FAR.
We urge you to ask the owners to consider alternatives that retain the current zoning, which provides
them a number of ways to create investment value.
Thank you.
Signed,
PAN (Palo Alto Neighborhoods) Steering Committee
PAN Housing Committee
PAN Zoning Committee
whose members include:
Sheri Furman, PAN Co-Chair
Rebecca Sanders, PAN Co-Chair
Norman Beamer
Annette Glanckopf
Jeff Levinsky
Roger Petersen
Doria Summa

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: 2755 Page Mill Project - Right Direction - Not There Yet

From: Hamilton Hitchings [mailto:hitchingsh@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:26 AM
To: Council, City
Cc: Lydia Kou; Keller, Arthur; Gitelman, Hillary; Costello, Elaine; Lee, Elena; Daniel Garber
Subject: 2755 Page Mill Project - Right Direction - Not There Yet

Dear City Council,
You will be giving feedback on 2755 Page Mill Project Monday night. In the Citizen Advisory
Committee for the Comp Plan and on the Land Use Subcommittee on which I also serve, we have
talked about this type of project extensively, however, my comments below are my own and are not
on behalf of nor represent either committee.
This project is site appropriate and within walking distance of Stanford Research Park and Cal Ave. It
is adjacent to other apartment buildings. Thus I support the design direction the project is taking and
recommend modifications to the project. Specifically, the developer will get a large financial windfall
by having the site upzoned thus it is incumbent upon the council to make sure it contributes
sufficiently to the community. My recommendations are basically reduce the number of units and
increase the parking.
Note, these units will be expensive since, for example at Carmel The Village in San Antonio Shopping
Center studio and one bedroom apartments that are 674+ square feet are renting for between $3000
and $6000 https://mycarmelthevillagecalifornia.prospectportal.com/Apartments/module/property_info/
Note, the Page Mill / El Camino intersection is already at Level of Service D and parking around Cal
Ave is seriously under parked.
My specific recommendations are:
* Require 25% below market housing. Since the demand far outstrips the price of building, there is
still a healthy profit to be made.
* Consider requiring some of the units to be for developmentally disabled (this will help an
underserved population while reducing parking demand)
* Do not require ground floor retail. El Camino already has plenty.
* Limit the height to 40 feet (it's currently 50 feet). This will help reduce the parking shortfall and traffic
pressure.
* Make the units slightly bigger 600 - 700 square feet. This will also reduce the parking shortfall and
traffic pressure, while not cutting into developer margins.
* Add to the deed that apartments occupants cannot have more cars registered than spots (but be
realistic that this will not be enforced by the owner)
* Require significant extra guest parking as part of the exchange for upzoning and monitor whether
those spots are used at night, which will indicate whether parking "light" really works
* Ensure no delivery temporary parking occurs on either Page Mill or El Camino
1

* Have the developer contribute to the TDM under the existing program to help reduce spots
* Don't allow an entrance from Page Mill to the garage as that intersection is already a LOS D
* Ensure bike lockers and bike parking (not currently in the plan)

2

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

stephanie Munoz <stephanie@dslextreme.com>
Thursday, September 15, 2016 7:49 PM
Council, City
letters@paweekly.com; tod@windyhillpv.com

City Council members:
Public Facility.
The most important aspect of the former VTA property is its designation as "public facility." I think that
calls for more than the usual public benefit which is understood to be only a fringe benefit, with the
main purpose of development to 1)turn a good profit for the developer and 2) raise the value of Palo
Alto property. I would suggest that the applicant is thinking in the right direction, but there needs, in
this case, to be more benefit. I would suggest the entire first floor be dedicated to such community
uses as child care, senior day care, senior nutrition program (a federally subsidized lunch for seniors
costing, nominally, two or three dollars a meal but available at no charge to those who cannot
pay. Locally, it's at Avenidas, Stevenson House, MV Senior Center), the Betty Wright therapeutic
swim center---Senior directed programs might be particularly suitable because the location is ideal for
senior micro housing, since it is on the 22/522 bus line, the longest and most frequent line in the VTA
system, and seniors constitute the largest segment of nondrivers, and it seems a pity to waste the site on people who need or prefer to drive cars
anyway. There need not be a preference for low income seniors, because they are already at the
head of the line for low-income housing. Sherwood apartments opened its waiting list for the first time
in years and people were waiting in line days ahead of the opening, but there might be others who
are willing to forego automobile transportation, which is a considerable sacrifice, especially in the rain,
and they need not be excluded. IS propose that unlimited storage space occupy the basement, and
that the luxury of storing many possessions rent for twice as much per square foot as the rental for
lodging persons. Note that it is the widowed , divorced ore single retirees who are the low low
income; while the couples automatically have twice as much income. The better off could, therefore,
rent two 200 square foot apartments instead of one, if they wished, or not. It's essential that
everybody recognize that a 200 square foot "apartment" will be overwhelmingly tenanted by one
person only and not contribute to the ill effects of density, whereas a six to eight hundred square foot
apartment, two bedrooms, bathroom, full kitchen and living room, will house a whole family--three or
four people. Although each dwelling would have its own refrigerator,microwave and sink, a
communal kitchen would serve the needs for the residents' larger festive or family dinners.

\
Balconies
To preserve the FAR which is the foundation of Palo Alto's reputation of a beautiful, not too crowded
city, every single unit should be an outside unit, with an entire room as an open, gardened
balcony. There would be a garden maintenance person to see that the gardens were kept up. The
model for this is the 50 year old building at 101 Alma, in which both the side facing the Bay and the
side facing Stanford have eight foot wide balconies along their entire length., which works out to 80
square feet, an entire outdoor room.

Rent Control

1

It is time to extend the protection of Prop 13 to renters, and this land, zoned "public facility" is a
perfect place to begin. The City Council has it within its power to raise the height limit so that a larger
number of low income units would still turn a respectable profit.
I propose that someone like Councilman Schmidt cost out the number of units at, say, $00. a month,
would produce a return on investment of one percent over current treasury bonds,, and that the rent
be increased by one percent a year.
Stephanie Munoz

2

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patama Gur <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:34 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: patamaroj@gmail.com <Patama Gur>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Patama Gur

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Taylor <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:32 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: rob.k.taylor@gmail.com <Robert Taylor>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Robert Taylor

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frank Dellaert <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:31 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: dellaert@gmail.com <Frank Dellaert>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Frank Dellaert

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarit Schube <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:10 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: saritschube@gmail.com <Sarit Schube>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Sarit Schube

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Scott Feeney <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:00 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: scott@oceanbase.org <Scott Feeney>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Scott Feeney

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justine Burt <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:59 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: justineburt@alumni.tufts.edu <Justine Burt>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Justine Burt

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Cutchin <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:29 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: mcutchin@gmail.com <Michael Cutchin>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Michael Cutchin

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jen Pleasants <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:27 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jen@showthelove.com <Jen Pleasants>
Message:
thank you for considering helping make our community a healthier and happier place
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jen Pleasants

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Schlesser <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:18 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: k_schlesser@yahoo.com <Karen Schlesser>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Karen Schlesser

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Greenfield <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 10:06 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: mike@mikegreenfield.com <Mike Greenfield>
Message:
After 50+ years with virtually no new housing, we need this and lots more like it -- please!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Mike Greenfield

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tim Nguyen <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:58 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: timmynguyen1@gmail.com <Tim Nguyen>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Tim Nguyen

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tricia Herrick <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:52 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: tbtextra@gmail.com <Tricia Herrick>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Tricia Herrick

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Tchetchetkine <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:46 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: anya.tche@gmail.com <Anna Tchetchetkine>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Anna Tchetchetkine

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Rensch <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:35 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jrensch@gmail.com <Jeff Rensch>
Message:
With only 45 parking spaces, it will also be important to provide strong incentives not to own a car.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jeff Rensch

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Huey Kwik <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:33 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: huey.kwik@gmail.com <Huey Kwik>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Huey Kwik

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sam Corbett Davies <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:32 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: samcorbettdavies@gmail.com <Sam Corbett Davies>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Sam Corbett Davies

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mila Zelkha <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:19 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: mila.zelkha@gmail.com <Mila Zelkha>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Mila Zelkha

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth Lasky <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:09 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: laskyea@gmail.com <Elizabeth Lasky>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Elizabeth Lasky

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maelig Morvan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:09 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: melig@chez.com <Maelig Morvan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Maelig Morvan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: Diego Aguilar Canabal [mailto:advocacy@ujoin.co]
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2016 9:07 PM
To: Council, City
Subject: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: d.aguilarcanabal@gmail.com <Diego Aguilar Canabal>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Diego Aguilar Canabal

1

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: Developing the VTA site: No more underparked developments

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Cheryl Lilienstein [mailto:clilienstein@me.com]
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2016 8:01 AM
To: Council, City
Subject: Developing the VTA site: No more underparked developments

Dear Councilmembers,

Possibly this information will be useful to you in responding to the proposal regarding the VTA lot.
Recently my nephew disclosed he had looked at micro units in SF, and I asked him to describe his experience. Here is
what he reported. The unit he was offered cost $2600/month and had 250 square feet, and shared a kitchen with 6
other inhabitants. It was in SOMA, within two or three blocks of bus lines, CalTrain, Bart, Trader Joe and Whole Foods.
The building provided no parking. Renters with cars were told they could rent a spot in an uncovered lot several blocks
away for $620/month. The agent told my nephew that most people lived there less than one year, and the vacancy rate
was 10%.
So: $2600 + $620 = $3220 for a 250 square foot apartment in SF.
And: how is something like this going to do anything to make housing affordable? Some of you still insist “the market”
will correct itself if you provide more housing, but where is the evidence to support this? Does paying $2600 plus $620
(for 250 square feet of shared space plus remote uncovered parking) match your idea of affordable?

The proposal before you is for 60 units, with 45 parking spaces.
Unlike transit‐rich San Francisco we have no other “lots” to offer parking except neighborhood streets… You already
know that people have cars, use them, and park them in neighborhoods when no other parking is available, and that
those neighborhoods impacted no longer feel like neighborhoods. Please don’t allow this!
What is likely is that since housing is so expensive people will simply pack in together, and the people in 60 units will
have MANY more cars than anticipated. Allowing under‐parking in a community that has inadequate transit is a gift to
the developers and adversely affects the entire community, ESPECIALLY in that intersection.
A better use might be an extension of Sunrise or another assisted living facility, in which the inhabitants don’t need
transit, the bustle in and out is minimal, and (I assume) employees have adequate parking. There’s no question that
there is a need for senior facilities in our area. Conversely, it would have a negative impact on every commuter and all
residents in our community if this developer is allowed to underpark a high density development RIGHT ON an already
terrible intersection. This is the wrong location to test that particular (and in my view wrong headed) experiment.
One more thing to consider: Whatever happened to that toxic plume beneath the lot? And who would be liable if the
city allowed the developer to unearth it and the adjacent inhabitants were affected?
Thank you for your service,
1

Cheryl Lilienstein

2

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: Marcello Golfieri [mailto:advocacy@ujoin.co]
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2016 8:07 AM
To: Council, City
Subject: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: golfieri@gmail.com <Marcello Golfieri>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Marcello Golfieri

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Saffir <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:05 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: opsaffir@mymailstation.com <Patricia Saffir>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Patricia Saffir

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Clark <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:03 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jclark4@gmail.com <John Clark>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

John Clark

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anne Lumerman <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:45 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: anne.lumerman@gamil.com <Anne Lumerman >
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Anne Lumerman

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephen Reller <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:54 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: sreller@randmproperties.com <Stephen Reller>
Message:
The only thing wrong with this project is the height - it should be 100' tall and 120 units. Do the right thing and
approve this (and do not let the very vocal few misrepresent the majority of PA citizens.) Thank you
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Stephen Reller

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debin Ji <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:50 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: debinji1983@gmail.com <Debin Ji>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Debin Ji

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Arnold <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:50 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: tomarnold@gmail.com <Tom Arnold>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Tom Arnold

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christopher Colohan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:45 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: paloaltoforward@colohan.com <Christopher Colohan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Christopher Colohan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Watts <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:44 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: kevinwwatts@gmail.com <Kevin Watts>
Message:
As a Palo Alto resident, these homes would help reduce traffic by creating housing near existing jobs.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Kevin Watts

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dave Ashton <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:41 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: aashton@gmail.com <Dave Ashton>
Message:
We need housing near employment centers!!!!! And this is so close to the California Ave Caltain Station, a
resident could walk. What a great project! More housing near transit and employment PLEASE.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Dave Ashton

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Charles Salmon <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:37 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: cssalmon@gmail.com <Charles Salmon>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Charles Salmon

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Isaac Rosenberg <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:36 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: irosenb7@gmail.com <Isaac Rosenberg>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Isaac Rosenberg

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Sung <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:34 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: amyconnect@gmail.com <Amy Sung>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Amy Sung

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Pierce <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:34 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: pierce@zanemac.com <Steve Pierce>
Message:
We are in a housing hole and need to work our way out at every opportunity. Diversity of housing types is a
must. Reduced parking is appropriate for the Uber generation, particularly when proximate to Caltrain and
VTA.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Steve Pierce

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Skotheim <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:27 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: skotheim@stanford.edu <Jan Skotheim>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jan Skotheim

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Evan Goldin <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:26 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: evan.goldin@gmail.com <Evan Goldin>
Message:
As a Palo Alto native, I'm a strong believer that we need more housing to make Palo Alto affordable again to
my friends, coworkers and neighbors. Please support this development. Even though it's too late to save the
Zebra Copy across the street, it's not too late to make that parking lot into homes for future residents!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Evan Goldin

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Heidi Stein <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:26 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: heidih.stein@gmail.com <Heidi Stein>
Message:
I will need to hear more about this specific project, but in general this is the kind of housing project I support.
More density, more affordable - the opposite of what happened on Maybell! Heidi Stein
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Heidi Stein

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebecca Geraldi <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:24 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: winterskeeper@yahoo.com <Rebecca Geraldi>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Rebecca Geraldi

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Francis Viggiano <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:18 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: fpviggiano@gmail.com <Francis Viggiano>
Message:
Please help assure our children and grandchildren will have reasonable housing options in this area by
approving this project. We are on the cusp of a transition to shared, self-driving cars, so there will be decreased
need for parking in the near future. Let's lead the way into the future.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Francis Viggiano

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ed Wu <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:07 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: yiranwu@gmail.com <Ed Wu>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ed Wu

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shelley Ratay <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:48 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: shelleyratay@gmail.com <Shelley Ratay>
Message:
Thank you for considering this important project in our community!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Shelley Ratay

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Forssell <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:45 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: lisa.forssell@gmail.com <Lisa Forssell>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Lisa Forssell

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Owen Byrd <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:40 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: owenbyrd@gmail.com <Owen Byrd>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Owen Byrd

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicole Lederer <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:26 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: nicole@nicolelederer.com <Nicole Lederer>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Nicole Lederer

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Rubens <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:22 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: rubens.jan@gmail.com <Jan Rubens>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jan Rubens

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellen Cassidy <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 11:25 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: ellenwcassidy@gmail.com <Ellen Cassidy>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ellen Cassidy

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sara Woodham <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:58 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: sawoodham@gmail.com <Sara Woodham>
Message:
Are you up we need more affordable housing in Palo Alto. In fact we just need more housing in general. Please
approve increasing our inventory. This is close to public transportation which makes it ideal for individuals
working in Palo Alto
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Sara Woodham

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marc Grinberg <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:54 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: marcgrinberg@gmail.com <Marc Grinberg>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Marc Grinberg

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Feng <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:50 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: paulfeng@gmail.com <Paul Feng>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Paul Feng

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Rushing <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:25 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: margaret.rushing@gmail.com <Margaret Rushing>
Message:
I'm in favor of starting with 60 new affordable housing units and hoping that more will be added.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Margaret Rushing

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bryan Culbertson <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:22 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: bryan.culbertson@gmail.com <Bryan Culbertson>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Bryan Culbertson

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Levy <slevy@ccsce.com>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:17 AM
Council, City
Windy Hill Proposal

I am pleased to see that Windy Hill has responded to the council's desire for housing on the Page Mill/ECR site.
I am sure both tonight and going forward there will be lots of details to discuss.
I am encouraged that the proposal meets many of the Housing Element goals especially those in favor of adding smaller
units like the studios and one‐bedroom apartments proposed.
The site also is close to everyday services and shopping and will support these activities in the California Avenue area,
which I know is a council and resident priority.
The project will be a test of the market for smaller well‐located housing in Palo Alto. The rents will be above what low‐
income families as all non subsidized housing on the peninsula is but the rents will welcome many individuals who can in
now way afford median home prices here. So the project will expand supply and expand opportunities.
I support the kind of housing being proposed and I hope the council and Windy Hill can develop a final proposal that
does not raise costs and rents.
Stephen Levy
365 Forest Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hannah Illathu <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:12 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: illathu.hannah@gmail.com <Hannah Illathu>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Hannah Illathu

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeralyn Moran <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:11 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jeralyn.moran@gmail.com <Jeralyn Moran>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jeralyn Moran

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Sack <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:02 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: sack@stanford.edu <John Sack>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

John Sack

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Manu Sridharan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:00 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: msridhar@gmail.com <Manu Sridharan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Manu Sridharan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ilana Cohen <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:59 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: ieydus@gmail.com <Ilana Cohen>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ilana Cohen

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Mc Brayer <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 2:47 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: patricia@pmarchitect.net <Patricia Mc Brayer>
Message:
We must address the housing crisis in Palo Alto and the Peninsula at large immediately if we are to remain
sustainable as a community for the long term. The proposed project provides a much needed diversity of
housing type on a transit and work friendly site. Please move forward with the approvals process, allowing a
zoning change and micro-housing overlay. As part of the approvals process, I urge you to require the developer
to address affordability in a meaningful way by limiting rental rates and/or purchase price on a specified
number of units to 50% of market rate, with priority given to people with residency in the Bay Area of 3 years
or more making 50% or less than median income.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Patricia Mc Brayer

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elaine Uang <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 2:08 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: elaine.uang@gmail.com <Elaine Uang>
Message:
60 homes alone can't solve the regional housing crisis, but this is a good start to think about new ways to
provide housing in the right places. While I hope some preference is given to city employees, teachers, nurses,
or local workers, even market rate studios and 1-bdrms fill a need in our community and help relieve
(somewhat) the competition for smaller affordable units. I hope you can work together with the applicant,
community and staff to rezone this parcel and implement the right regulatory frameworks that will encourage
more smaller unit projects like this proposal in service and transit rich areas such as Cal Ave and Downtown.
Thank you for your attention to this project.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Elaine Uang

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elliot Margolies <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 2:04 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: elliotspark@yahoo.com <Elliot Margolies>
Message:
We have so much work to do to catch up with 3 decades of a lopsided jobs-housing ratio and the resulting
unaffordability of our community. I appreciate your leadership in this arena. Elliot
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Elliot Margolies

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Snow Zhu <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 1:42 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: snowxzhu@berkeley.edu <Snow Zhu>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Snow Zhu

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Molly W <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 1:42 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: meleleshopping@gmail.com <Molly W>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Molly W

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel Walker <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 1:37 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: dan.walker1@gmail.com <Daniel Walker>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Daniel Walker

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Randy Popp <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 1:28 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: randy@rp-arch.com <Randy Popp>
Message:
This is the right time to consider changing the status quo for housing and parking requirements. Please approve
this project without delay.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Randy Popp

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Liat Zavodivker <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:59 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: lzavod@gmail.com <Liat Zavodivker>
Message:
Build housing for the improvement of the environment!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Liat Zavodivker

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Naphtali Knox <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:56 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: knoxnaph@gmail.com <Naphtali Knox>
Message:
If not here, where? If not now, when?
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Naphtali Knox

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Hoffman <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:38 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: hoffmanj@gmail.com <Jeremy Hoffman>
Message:
I used to live in the apartment complex that overlooked that empty parking lot. It'll be lovely to replace that lot
with a useful building. And it's a great location for housing, being walking distance to the Cal Ave downtown
and farmers market, the Caltrain stop, and being right next to the bus stop.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jeremy Hoffman

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah Bell <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:35 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: bell.sarah@gmail.com <Sarah Bell>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Sarah Bell

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Youseffi <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 12:03 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jyouseffi@gmail.com <Jessica Youseffi>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jessica Youseffi

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barb Swenson <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:28 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: swenson.barb@gmail.com <Barb Swenson>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Barb Swenson

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kyle Barrett <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:19 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: kylembarrett@gmail.com <Kyle Barrett>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Kyle Barrett

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nancy Olson <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:16 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: nso2431@icloud.com <Nancy Olson>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Nancy Olson

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Clark <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:34 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jermsica@comcast.net <Jessica Clark >
Message:
I support this but would also like to see some BMR's worked into this project.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jessica Clark

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Boone <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:24 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: nauboone@gmail.com <Andrew Boone>
Message:
Dear Palo Alto City Council, More affordable housing near high-quality transit is key to creating a sustainable
and equitable community. That's why I support the 60-unit Windy Hill apartments at 2755 El Camino Real.
Higher-density housing and fewer car parking spaces are a common sense solution to providing more residents
access to transit and good bicycling and walking opportunities. Vote YES for more homes for people!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Andrew Boone

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fred Glick <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:18 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: fred@fredglick.com <Fred Glick>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Fred Glick

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellen Uhrbrock <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:09 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: ellen.uhrbrock@gmail.com <Ellen Uhrbrock>
Message:
Instead of stopping them at the drawing board - encourage competition with a significant prize awarded the
architect including a green light to build immediately, subject only to Council's and neighborhood's approval.
Do not give city employees, or teachers priority - Give financial priority only to car less renters and owners.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ellen Uhrbrock

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Schwarz <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:05 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jerry@acm.org <Jerry Schwarz>
Message:
There may be objection to the height of the building My own feeling about height is well known. Tall buildings
can be attractive. And I like them.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jerry Schwarz

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Fine <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:58 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: gary@finepoquet.com <Gary Fine>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Gary Fine

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melody Baumgartner <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:43 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: melodybaumgartner@gmail.com <Melody Baumgartner>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Melody Baumgartner

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Neil Shea <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:41 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: neilshea@yahoo.com <Neil Shea>
Message:
Need to maximize centralized locations like this -- and make a dent in our housing/cost crisis
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Neil Shea

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Uyvova <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 3:30 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jane.uyvova@gmail.com <Jane Uyvova>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jane Uyvova

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Omar Diab <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 4:41 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: me@omardiab.com <Omar Diab>
Message:
The entire Sam Francisco Bay Area needs more housing and Palo Alto is ground zero of this crisis. This project
must be built! It is in a prime transit corridor and just makes so much sense. Please construct it!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Omar Diab

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy Kiefer <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 10:39 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: amy.kiefer@gmail.com <Amy Kiefer>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Amy Kiefer

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ozzie Fallick <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:50 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: ozzie.fallick@gmail.com <Ozzie Fallick>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ozzie Fallick

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aleks Totic <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:36 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: a@totic.org <Aleks Totic>
Message:
Studios and one bedrooms would be a nice addition to PA.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Aleks Totic

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erhyu Yuan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:19 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: erhyoohoo@yahoo.com <Erhyu Yuan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Erhyu Yuan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauren Winslow <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:15 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: lauren.winslow@gmail.com <Lauren Winslow>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Lauren Winslow

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maristela Cardoso <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:06 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: marismach@yahoo.com <Maristela Cardoso>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Maristela Cardoso

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keva Dine <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 9:01 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: kmdine@gmail.com <Keva Dine>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Keva Dine

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adriana Eberle <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:52 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: liederseberle@gmail.com <Adriana Eberle>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Adriana Eberle

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edward Hillard <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:40 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: edhillard@gmail.com <Edward Hillard>
Message:
It is still painful to me that some sixty units of affordable housing for seniors were eliminated due to the
political pressure of the Baron Park community. I believe we should be building multi-unit housing wherever
possible in Palo Alto.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Edward Hillard

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adriana Eberle <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:52 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: liederseberle@gmail.com <Adriana Eberle>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Adriana Eberle

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Eittreim <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:22 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: eitteeimcs@gmail.com <Steve Eittreim>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Steve Eittreim

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mike Buchanan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 8:01 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: mike.r.buchanan@gmail.com <Mike Buchanan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Mike Buchanan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Matt Austern <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:57 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: austern@gmail.com <Matt Austern>
Message:
We need more housing construction in Palo Alto to address the housing affordability crisis. There's no better
place to build housing in the city than right next to a public transportation hub.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Matt Austern

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rohun Jauhar <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:42 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jauharro@gmail.com <Rohun Jauhar>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Rohun Jauhar

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gail Price <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:31 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: gail.price3@gmail.com <Gail Price >
Message:
We should take every opportunity possible to expand housing options throughout our community. Close to
transit and the California corridor enhances the location ! More complexes like this are needed to make support
our S-CAP plan. Frankly, one of the problems is simple: supply of housing vs. demand for housing.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Gail Price

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ciera Jaspan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 7:08 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: ciera.christopher@gmail.com <Ciera Jaspan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Ciera Jaspan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Fingal Surma <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 5:49 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: laura.surma@gmail.com <Laura Fingal Surma>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Laura Fingal Surma

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Huang <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 5:31 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jane.x.huang@gmail.com <Jane Huang>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jane Huang

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Becky Richardson <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 5:23 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: becky.richardson@gmail.com <Becky Richardson>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Becky Richardson

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Bernstein <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Monday, September 12, 2016 4:58 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jared@erosenfeld.com <Jared Bernstein>
Message:
I would have written something a bit shorter. But the message is: I support dense housing at PageMill & El
Camino. /Jared
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jared Bernstein

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Butts Pauly Ph.D. <kbpauly@stanford.edu>
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 6:56 AM
Council, City
Message from the City Council Home Page

I read with great interest the story about the small housing units for El Camino and Page Mill. I wanted to bring
to your attention that there is another group of people for whom small apartments and only bike parking would
be perfect - the hundreds of postdoctoral fellows working at Stanford. As it is, they contribute to the hundreds
of commute trips through Palo Alto to housing around the peninsula. These are people with advanced degrees,
but little pay. This type of housing would fill a huge need and reduce commute trips.
Thank you,
-Kim

**********************************
Kim Butts Pauly, Ph.D.
Professor of Radiology

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susie Hwang <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 6:18 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: shwang@me.com <Susie Hwang >
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Susie Hwang

1

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: Anita Lusebrink [mailto:advocacy@ujoin.co]
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2016 2:50 PM
To: Council, City
Subject: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: anita@satakenursery.com <Anita Lusebrink>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Anita Lusebrink

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Erika Conley <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 9:54 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: erikaconley@gmail.com <Erika Conley>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Erika Conley

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bette Kiernan <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 9:40 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: betteuk@aol.com <Bette Kiernan>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Bette Kiernan

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Adams <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 9:16 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: judyblueeyes1@gmail.com <Judy Adams>
Message:
In addition to including "affordable units" (below market rate), the project needs low-income units, probably the
studio size. The use of the term affordable is not really accessible to low-income residents and there needs to be
an element of truly low-income in ALL Palo Alto and all peninsula housing elements to serve community
needs.
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Judy Adams

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Penstock <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Thursday, September 15, 2016 4:57 AM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: karenpenstock@yahoo.com <Karen Penstock>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Karen Penstock

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Kennedy <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 4:10 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: mdavkennedy@gmail.com <Mark Kennedy>
Message:
You need to do this. If you do not, then you are the problem. MDK
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Mark Kennedy

1

Hodgkins, Claire
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Salzman <advocacy@ujoin.co>
Thursday, September 15, 2016 6:30 PM
Council, City
Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: jsalzman3@gmail.com <Jeffrey Salzman>
Message:
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Jeffrey Salzman

1

Hodgkins, Claire
Subject:

FW: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: Darryl Fenwick [mailto:advocacy@ujoin.co]
Sent: Saturday, September 17, 2016 9:08 AM
To: Council, City
Subject: Support 60 New Homes in Palo Alto

From: fenwickdh@yahoo.com <Darryl Fenwick>
Message:
In a time when everyone is complaining about lack of affordable housing, it would be a poor decision to not
back this project!
Dear Mayor Burt, Vice Mayor Scharff and City Council Members,
I write to you today to support the 60 unit housing project proposed by Windy Hill Property Ventures at 2755 El Camino
Real. In the midst of a severe housing shortage and crisis, these 30 studios and 30 one-bedrooms will provide much
needed housing in our community.
Smaller units, like studios and one-bedrooms, fulfill a need in our community for housing for small households. The
location is perfect for housing, offering easy access to shops, banks, cafes, restaurants and other services near the
California Avenue corridor. The project is adjacent to a number of jobs, which can reduce inbound commuting - which
makes up ⅔ of our city’s existing GHG emissions, and will help our city achieve our Sustainability/Climate Action Plan
goal of 80% GHG reductions by 2030.
This location has easy access to a range of transportation options, including VTA 22/522, the Cal Ave CalTrain station,
and Bike Share stations. In an era of car sharing (ZipCar) ride sharing (Lyft/Uber), fewer people own cars and require
parking spaces, and with greater bicycle infrastructure (secure storage and repair stations) and a strong, enforceable
TDM package, the 45 proposed parking spaces (0.75 parking spaces/unit) should be able to meet the parking needs of all
future occupants.
The affordability component could be strengthened - by allowing, for example, city employees and teachers first
preference. This could help those who are already working in Palo Alto to live here and be a stronger part of our
community (and reduce long commute trips!)
We need to prioritize housing projects like this and find ways to make them work, not stop them at the drawing board.
Please move forward with a zoning change for the site, and a micro-housing overlay to increase the allowable density limit
on commercial sites to allow these homes to be constructed in our community.

Darryl Fenwick

1

2755 El Camino Real
Project Description
The project proposes to develop a new multi-family residential
building, 50 feet in height and totaling 41,304 square feet at 2755 El
Camino Real. The project site is a vacant parking lot formerly used
as a Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) Park and Ride facility.
The development proposal includes the following requests:
1. Zoning Code Text Amendment to create a new combining
district that would allow housing on the subject property and
that could be applied to other sites in the PF zone within 0.5
mile of fixed rail transit in the future, through a legislative
process within Council and the PTC’s purview;
2. Zoning Map Amendment to apply the new combining district to
the subject site.
3. Site and Design review to allow for construction of a proposed
four-story multi-family residential building with 60 dwelling
units and one level of partially below-grade parking.
The project would also require an amendment to the Land Use
Element of the Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan to allow for multifamily housing projects within the Major Institution Special Facilities
land use designation.

Attachment G

Project Plans
Hardcopies of project plans are provided to ARB Members. These plans are available to the
public online and by visiting the Planning and Community Environmental Department on the 5 th
floor of City Hall at 250 Hamilton Avenue.

Directions to review Project plans online:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to: https://paloalto.buildingeye.com/planning
Search for “2755 El Camino Real” and open record by clicking on the green dot
Review the record details and open the “more details” option
Use the “Records Info” drop down menu and select “Attachments”
Open the attachment named “2017-0509 Project Plans”

